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Formation damage is the loss of inherent permeability of porous media and is of vital impor-
tance in petroleum engineering. One important mechanism of formation damage is partic-
ulate straining, where suspended solid particles jam the flow pathways and reduce its flow
capability. Most studies of particulate transport have been performed in porous media of
uniform pore size, such as sandstones and sandpacks. Carbonates often contain large open-
ings, called vugs, which can affect the flow and transport properties (particle straining) of
the porous medium.
In this study, particle straining experiments are performed on multiple configurations of
synthetic vuggy media. A novel method is introduced to generate synthetic vuggy glass
bead cores: glass beads, with dissolvable inclusions, are sintered in the presence of air in a
muffle furnace and later dissolved with a core flood. Smaller-sized glass beads are injected
at multiple flow rate and injection concentrations and changes in porosity, permeability, vug
size, and particle effluent volume are monitored using continuous pressure measurements
and computed tomography scanning. The results are combined with quasi-2D streamline
simulations to understand the particle deposition patterns in these vuggy media.
vi
Furthermore, spontaneous imbibition experiments are conducted on multiple configurations
of these synthetic vuggy media and capillary rise is measured. Rudimentary vug-pore flow
models are generated, and solved for spontaneous imbibition using a computational fluid
dynamics solver, to better explain the behavior observed in the experiments.
The results can be summarized as follows: (i) particles penetrate and deposit at a deeper
depth when a vug is present; (ii) the particles deposit on the vug-matrix boundary and
result in a smaller and smoother vug; (iii) the maximum change in the vug is observed at
the bottom of the vug; and (iv) more particle deposition occurs in the matrix around the vug.
The high permeability vugs cause flow convergence, which increases the particle-particle and
particle-matrix interaction, and results in an increased number of particles dropping out of
the flow stream. Each vug has a sphere of influence within which it will affect the particle
flow pathway; if the sphere of influence of two vugs overlap, the particle will be affected by
both the vugs, with the dominance depending on the separation between the particle and
the vug.
The results suggest that for the vug conditions studied, the vugs in series focus the flow
and increase the depth of particle deposition and the total volume of particles deposited in
the core. The vugs in parallel acts independently as separate vugs, with their separation
greater than their individual sphere of influence, and do not dictate the deposition of injected
particles.
In future, this study can be carried forward by conducting experiments inside a CT ma-
chine, to enable time-lapse particle deposition maps, on proxy vuggy media or real rocks.
Coupled with real-time porosity, permeability, and possibly resistivity measurements, new
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Formation damage is the loss of inherent permeability of a rock caused by the oilfield fluids,
resulting in the formation of an internal filter cake in the near wellbore region, and an
external filter cake at the rock face due to fines migration or the entrapment of solids present
in the drilling mud or injection fluids. It is present throughout the lifecycle of a well in
different forms: drilling mud has suspended solids which are pushed into the formation due
to the overbalance pressure, sand moves in the near wellbore region due to high flowrate
during production, solid fragments move due to dissolution and chipping of the rock matrix,
proppant and perforation debris cause screenouts, and wettability alteration occurs during
secondary and tertiary recovery.
Deep bed filtation is a type of formation damage that efficiently and quickly removes colloids
and small particles from the fluid by straining and surface deposition. It has been extensively
studied in different aspects of engineering and physical sciences [80, 84, 85, 87, 112, 138, 145].
Particle straining takes place by the process of size exclusion, where the size of the suspended
particle is either greater than the orifice or multiple smaller sized particles approach the
opening at the same time, leading to bridging and multi-particle blocking. Khilar and
Fogler [115] proposed that straining (plugging and bridging) happens when the infiltrate
particle is larger than 30% of the pore size while Herzig et al. [87] suggested straining is the
dominant mechanism at infiltrate particle diameter greater than 30 µm. Surface deposition
is prominent for smaller-sized infiltrate, where surface forces such as electrostatic and van
der Waals forces become significant.
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Numerous studies [21, 42, 80, 87, 147] have measured filtration in homogeneous sandstone
media, while not much attention has been afforded to the carbonates. Formation damage
in carbonates is a complex phenomenon due to the wide range of porosity and pore size
distribution [37] and has not been studied comprehensively.
The aim of this work is to show the impact of pore heterogeneity, specifically the presence
and placement of vugs in carbonates, on particle entrapment. Synthetic vuggy glass bead
cores are fabricated with desired porosity and vug structures. Smaller sized glass beads
are injected at different flow rates and injected particle concentrations; pressure drop, and
therefore the permeability change, is measured across the cores. The cores are scanned using
a computed tomography scanner (∼250 µm) before and after injection and the change in
porosity is measured.
This dissertation is outlined as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides a brief literature review on mechanisms of formation damage, com-
plexity of carbonate pore structure, experimental and numerical studies in particle
entrapment done in the literature. This section identifies the areas where the liter-
ature is lacking and serves as the stepping stone for the experimental design for the
entire study.
• Chapter 3 focuses on a Guelph dolomite characterization study. Multi-scale imaging
is performed on the sample and workflows are generated to identify the pore and vug
structures present in the carbonates. The pore heterogeneity of the Guelph dolomite
will be the basis of our rock matrix for entrapment experiments in the subsequent
chapters.
• Chapter 4 presents a novel glass bead core fabrication techniques which results in a
synthetic vuggy core. These cores are used in the subsequent chapters for particulate
entrapment and capillary rise experiments.
• Chapter 5 shows an in-depth study on particle entrapment in presence of a single vug
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with variation in flowrate and injected particle concentration.
• Chapter 6 extends the study to multiple configuration of vugs.
• Chapter 7 presents a capillary rise study in the presence of vug(s), and shows the
interference of vugs on capillary-dominated flow.
• Chapter 8 summarizes the study, discusses the limitations of the work, and proposes
work to be done in the future.
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 have been published in peer reviewed papers [110, 112, 113] and have
been slightly modified here to fit the flow of the dissertation. Chapter 7 is being prepared
for submission to a peer-reviewed journal. All the experimental datasets related to this
dissertation are uploaded on the Digital Rocks Portal [106, 108, 109, 111].
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Chapter 2: Background and literature review
This chapter starts with an introduction to the problem which relates to solid transport and
retention in porous media and then talks about the different sources of solids that can be
introduced in the porous media. It then sequently talks about the forces governing particle
transport in the presence of a single grain, followed by a porous medium, and thereafter
moves onto continuum scale models. Solid transport modeling approaches are discussed
along with the prior work I have done on particle entrapment in synthetic porous media.
It then briefly looks at the major differences between sandstone and carbonate rocks, and
come up with the problem statement and the considerations for the experimental set up.
2.1 Excess water production problem and subsequent water re-
injection troubles
Large volumes of water are produced during the life cycle of oil and gas wells [45]. Globally, an
average of three barrels of water are produced for every barrel of oil [65], and this increases
to more than seven barrels of water per barrel of oil in the United States [196]. Drilling
waste, mature oil-fields with a high water cut, hydraulically fractured well kick-off, and coal-
bed methane well dewatering are instances of operations with high amounts of produced
water. This produced water contains in part oil , radioactive elements, dissolved solids, and
suspended solids [11, 16, 35, 81, 213] (Table 2.1). It can be toxic, and dumping it without
filtering and cleanup is an environmental hazard [74, 201].
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Table 2.1: Mean concentration (mg/kg or parts per million) of several elements and inorganic
ions in produced water compared with average concentrations in 3.5% seawater [49].
Element/Ion Seawater Produced water
Salinity 35,000 <500 – >300,000,000
Sodium 10,760 23,000 – 57,300
Chloride 19,353 46,100 – 141,000
Calcium 416 2,530 – 25,800
Magnesium 1,294 530 – 4,300
Potassium 387 130 – 3,100
Sulfate 2,712 210 – 1,170
Bromide 87 46 – 1,200
Strontium 0.008 7 – 1,000
Ammonium – 23 – 300
Bicarbonate 142 77 – 560
Iodide 167 3 – 210
Boron 4.45 8 – 40
Carbonate – 30 – 450
Lithium 0.17 3 – 50
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Produced water re-injection is a cost-effective method to use this fluid for subsurface oil field
operations [206], including but not limited to hydraulic fracturing [103] and water flooding
[3, 16], and for disposal in depleted sandstone [120, 176] and carbonate reservoirs [17, 168].
A common problem with injection of unclean fluid is formation damage due to entrainment
of solids in the porous media, causing a reduction in the permeability and porosity of the
reservoir [154], that can severely shorten the life of the operation. This entrapment is the
focus here.
2.2 Particulate flow and retention in porous media
Formation damage is defined as any process that causes a reduction in the natural inherent
productivity of an oil or gas producing formation, or a reduction in the injectivity of a
water or gas injection well [25, 42]. Common mechanisms causing formation damage, with
examples, are listed below and are further classified in Figure 2.2.
1. Mechanical mechanism – e.g. movement and deposition of solids present in the drilling
mud and injection fluids due to overburden [53].
2. Chemical mechanism – e.g. asphaltene precipitation during miscible and immiscible
flooding [15].
3. Thermal mechanism – e.g. insitu mineral transformation during steam flooding [26].
4. Biological mechanism – e.g. polysaccharide generation by bacteria present in injected
water for water flooding [186].
In this dissertation I study mechanical formation damage in single phase flow caused by the
movement and deposition of solids inside the porous media.
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Figure 2.1: Invasion of mud solids on Ketton limestone [21]. Grain to fine ratio 125/1.
Figure 2.2: Common formation damage mechanisms. (Reproduced from Bennion [25])
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2.2.1 Source of particulates
Particulates that deposit in porous medium can either be introduced via the injected fluid
with high concentrations of dissolved solids or they can be generated in-situ by the rock-
fluid interaction. In-situ generation of particulates can be further divided into either release
of fines, which are small particles (< 63 µm) [90] present in all naturally occuring porous
material [80] and have a diverse minerology [116, 150] (Figure 2.3), or biological/chemical
production of a solid. Multiple processes can release fines including water salinity change and
mineral replacement [75, 102], chemical dissolution [64, 165, 191, 203], and grain crushing
[24, 38] while algal secretions [128] can generate aragonite in-situ.
In this dissertation, I have used the terms “infiltrate particles” and “fines” interchangeably
to refer to the solids that are mobilized inside the porous medium and the term “grain” or
“bed” to refer to the porous medium.
2.2.2 Single infiltrate particle transport in presence of a grain particle
Infiltrate particles are transported by multiple mechanisms [92] which combine to make the
particle capture processes and are effected by the flow conditions [101, 140, 162], porous
medium structure [114], surface chemistry of porous medium and invading particles [195],
and size of the invading particles [28, 117, 153]. The most common ones are listed below
and drawn in Figure 2.4:
Infiltrate particles are transported inside the porous media by multiple mechanisms [92]
which combine to make the particle capture processes and are effected by the flow conditions
[101, 140, 162], porous medium structure [114], surface chemistry of porous medium and
invading particles [195], and size of the invading particles [28, 117, 153]. The most common
ones are listed below and drawn in Figure 2.4:
1. Direct interception – If the infiltrate particles are within one radius of the grain surface,








































Figure 2.3: Average mineralogical content of fine particles present in five US Gulf Coast
formations (reproduced from Muecke [150]).
Figure 2.4: Transport mechanism principle (reproduced from Ives [92]).
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attractive forces. This mechanism is governed by the invading particle (dp) to grain
diameter (dg) ratio, with larger ratios having a larger attractive force.
2. Inertia – The infiltrate particles, mostly heavy ones, are not able to move along with
the diverging streamlines at the grain surface due to inertia of the particles and fall
out of the flow stream. For Darcy flow in porous media, this mechanism is governed






where ρp = infiltrate particle density, ufluid = fluid approach velocity, and µ is the
dynamic viscosity of the fluid. For large Stokes number, the particles are not influenced
by the fluid flow and move with little deviation from their initial trajectory.
3. Sedimentation – If the particle density is greater than the density of the fluid, the
gravity forces push the particle into the porous medium. This mechanism is governed
by the gravitational parameter (Ng), which differs from inertial interaction by the
inclusion of the fluid density and it only acts in the direction of the gravity:
Ng =
(ρp − ρfluid) · dp2 g
18µ · ufluid
(2.2)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity and ρfluid is the fluid density. A larger
density difference between the solid and fluid phase results in a large Ng, and therefore
a larger force pushes the particles in the gravitation force direction.
4. Diffusion – Brownanian diffusion, the random movement of fluid particles, is observed
for all fluids. This random movement is prominent for smaller particles (< 1 µm), and
increases with decreasing particle size. This mechanism is governed by the dimension-












where k = Boltzmann constant and T = temperature.
5. Hydrodynamic action – Infiltrate particles undergo rotation due to low sphericity and
non-uniform shear forces in the porous medium [92]. This causes the particles to
undergo an unpredictable random migration across the shear field which can cause
collision with the grain surface.
2.2.3 Forces governing particle retention
Attachment and detachment of the infiltrate particles on the porous medium grain is gov-
erned by short and long-range forces [97, 171], which play an important role in particle
deposition. The significance of their effect is based on the distance of the infiltrate particle
from the grain surface.
1. Axial pressure force of the fluid – As mentioned before, the fluid pressure at the back of
a constrained particle can hold it in place and prevent further movement in the porous
medium.
2. Inertial force – The inertial force maintains the infiltrate particle motion in a straight
line. It can be calculated as:
Fintertial = π ·
d3 ufluid




3. London-van der Waals force – Van der Waals (vdW) forces are the sum of all the
weak intermolecular forces between two close surfaces and constitute of attractive or
repulsive electrostatic interaction between dipoles, attractive interaction between an
induced dipole and permanent multipole on one molecule, and attractive interaction






where hH = Hamaker constant (5 × 10−13 J), dp = infiltrate particle diameter, and
r = separation between the infiltrate particle and matrix grain. The van der Waals
force drops drastically after the first few nanometers (Figure 2.5) and scales with the
infiltrate particle diameter (Figure 2.6).























van der Waals (vdW)
Electrical double layer (EDL)
vdW + EDL
Figure 2.5: van der Waals force, electric double layer force, and the sum of the two forces
plotted against the distance between infiltrate particle and grain surface for dp = 25 µm.
4. Electrical double-layer (EDL) interactions – EDL forces are repulsice forces between
two parallel layers of charge surrounding the grain due to the grain’s surface charges
interaction with the fluid ions and is explained by the DLVO (Derjaguin-Landau-
Verwey-Overbeek) theory. The first layer consists of ions adsorbed onto the surface
(chemical interactions) and the second layer consists of the counter-ions present in the
solution. For grain and infiltrate particle of similar material (surface charge), Hogg
et al. [88] calculates the EDL interactions as:
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Figure 2.6: Spread of van der Waals force with respect to the infiltrate particle size
FDL =








where ε = dielectric constant (7.2 × 10−10 F/m), ψ0 = surface potential, and κ =
Debye-Hückel reciprocal length parameter (2.8× 108 m−1). Figure 2.5 shows the EDL
interactions in comparison with the van der Waals force.
5. Gravitational force – This is the attractive force in the direction of the Earth acting





(ρp − ρfluid) · g (2.8)
where g = gravitational acceleration and ρp = infiltrate particle density. This force is
prominent for larger particles. Particles flowing perpendicular to gravity are dragged
down while particles in flow streams parallel to gravity get additional acceleration.
Figure 2.7 shows a comparison of the gravity and inertial forces over the injected size
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Inertial forces @ 40 ml/min
Inertial forces @ 60 ml/min
Inertial forces @ 80 ml/min
Gravity force
Figure 2.7: Comparison of inertial and gravity forces
of particles and Figure 2.8 shows the grain-surface separation required for the van der
Waals force to be equal to the gravity forces. From the two figures it can be deduced
that gravity plays a prominent role when the particle size is larger (on the order of
tens of microns) while van der Waals forces play a prominent role for smaller-sized
particles. The inertial force is consistently three orders of magnitude smaller than the
gravity force, and therefore does not play an important role in the filtration.
6. Born repulsion force – These are short range repulsive forces generated between atoms
with overlapping electron shells. This determines the closeness of the atom pair. It can
be quantified by simplifying the twelfth-power law Lennard-Jones potential [171, 177]:
FB = −
hH dp · δcol6
180 r8
(2.9)
where δcol = collision diameter.
7. Hydration force – A monotonic or oscillatory repulsive interaction occurs when two par-
ticle with hydrated surfaces (hydration of the ionic surface groups) interact. Raveen-
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Figure 2.8: Grain-surface separation (in µm) when van der Waals forces are equal to gravity
forces





= −2πdp Kh · e−r/h (2.10)
where K and h are empiral constants for hydration force calculation.
2.2.4 Infiltrate particle retention mechanisms in porous media retention
Combining the transport mechanism along a single medium grain with particle retention
mechanisms and extrapolating for a collection of grains, Herzig et al. [87] distinguished four
retention sites (surface sites, crevice sites, constriction sites, and cavern sites – Figure 2.9),
and four retention forces (fluid pressure, surface forces, friction forces, and chemical forces)
that contribute to the retention of infiltrate particles in porous beds. The two most significant
retention mechanisms present in the literature, viz., straining and surface deposition, are
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described below.
Straining The main process in straining is size exclusion and occurs if the size of the
invading particle is larger than the entrance of the pore space or if multiple smaller-sized
particles approach the pore opening at the same time causing multi-particle bridging. The
particle(s), which are moving along the flow stream, can physically jam and block the pore.
The fluid pressure on the back of these particles keeps them jammed.
The retention sites for this mechanism are constriction and crevice sites, and occur by the
process of inertial capture and direct interception [56]. Researchers have suggested that the
resulting deposits continually reduce the free passage and ultimately plug off the entry to
these passages [28, 94, 95, 178, 195], by forming multi-particle bridges [101, 115] (Figure
2.10).
Surface deposition Surface deposition happens when the infiltrate particles are smaller
than the pore size [115] and can get close to enough to the surface such that surface forces (e.g.
electrostatic force and Van der Waals force) become significant. This happens predominantly
for smaller-sized particles.
This mechanism can occur at any retention site, with direct interception [95, 158], diffusion,
Figure 2.9: Retention sites (reproduced from Herzig et al. [87])
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Figure 2.10: Pore blocking mechanism for straining: (a) plugging and sealing, (b) flow
restriction, and (c) bridging (reproduced from Civan [43]).
and hydrodynamic action [140] processes contributing the most towards deposition. Surface
roughness of the grain may contribute to the particle capture and attachment onto the grain
surface [55, 184].
2.2.5 Continuum-scale models
Upscaling the particle retention in porous medium to the core scale results in continuum-
scale filtration models, that allow for the estimation of spatial and temporal changes in
porosity. It starts with the conservation of mass equation and assumes only convective flow












= T pwr (2.11b)
where csus = suspended particle concentration, φ = porosity, ufluid = fluid velocity, t = time,
z = length, T pwr = rate of transfer of particles from the fluid to the rock phase, and σ =
trapped volume fraction. Different formulations of the term ∂σ/∂t have been suggested, and
the two commonly found models are presented below.
Deep bed filtration (DBF) model Iwasaki et al. [96] studied the pollution trapping
capacity of sand beds for filtration of municipal water by flowing raw water through a sand
bed at a low velocity (3 - 12 m/day), and observing the size, quantity, and spatial location
of the pollutant infiltrate using a microscope. He proposed a term impediment modulus or
λ, which is a measure of the depth of penetration of the suspended particle and has units of














where λ = impediment modulus or filtration coefficient. The first equation shows that the
removal of suspended particles from the fluid is proportional to the concentration of sus-
pended particles. The second equation is mass conservation for an incompressible solid/fluid
system, and shows that the mass (volume) of particles removed from the fluid would accu-
mulate in the porous bed. The term φcsus is small compared to the deposited particle volume
fraction. From experimental measurements, he came up with a functional relationship for
the impediment modulus:
λ = λo(1 + bσ) (2.13)
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where λo = filtration coefficient at initial time and b = empirical fitting parameter (which is
a function of depth and time).
Different relationships for the impediment modulus have been determined experimentally
and theoretically by different research groups, some of which are presented in Table 2.2.
Ives and Gregory [95] considered the tortuosity and specific surface, caused by deposition of
particles in the filter, to initially increase the bed efficiency (lower λ), before the deposition
of the particles reduced it significantly. Heertjes and Lerk [86] neglected the electrokinetic
forces and proposed that the decrease in λ is proportional to the increase in interstitial
velocity. Sakthivadivel [178] modified the functional relationship by adding the suspended
particle concentration term.
Table 2.2: Empirical and/or theoretical relationship for the impediment modulus [92].
Article Porous medium Impediment modulus i
Iwasaki et al. [96] Sand λo(1 + b1 σ)





Ives and Gregory [95] Sand λo
(




Sakthivadivel [178] Spherical plastic ball λo[1 + b1(σ + φcsus)]


















i where λo = filtration co-efficient at initial time; λc = maximum value of λ at σ = σc; and b1, b2, and b3
are empirical fitting parameters;
Herzig et al. [87], alongwith [85, 91, 93], proposed a kinetic equation of clogging similar to
chemical kinetics but written with time and space variable, and used it with the complete




= −λcsus · um (2.14)
where um = suspension approach velocity and λ is not a constant and can be defined by a
functional relationship similar to those in Table 2.2.
Bailey et al. [21] modified this formulation by adding a clogging efficiency term (F (σ)) that
is a function of the deposited volume fraction. They assumed it to be linear function of
deposited volume fraction, i.e. the deposited particles reduce the clogging efficiency of the
porous bed. They used the functional relationship proposed by Iwasaki et al. [96] and chose




= ufluid · csus · λ F (σ) (2.15a)
F (σ) = 1− σ (2.15b)
To quantify formation damage, pressure loss across the formation was calculated and com-
bined with Darcy law to calculate the change in permeability. Maroudas [137] estimated it












where ∆P = pressure drop across a thickness and the subscript i is at initial conditions.
















= 1 + c1c2σ (2.18)
where c1 and c2 are constants.
Researchers have also calculated permeability from the porosity of the porous media based
on fitting the Carmen-Kozeny formulation to experimental data [107, 139, 179]. Bailey et al.







where k = permeability of rock and ki = permeability of rock at initial conditions. Boek
et al. [32] validated this model using core flood experiments followed by energy-dispersive
x-ray diffraction tomography using a synchrotron source (synchrotron EDD-T) and scanning
electron microscopy energy dispersive spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) profiling (Figure 2.11).
Parallel pathways partial differential model Gruesbeck and Collins [80] proposed a
parallel pathway model which assumes two parallel fluid pathways: plugging (small pore
size) and non-plugging (larger pore size). The plugging pathway is blocked by deposition of
particles and does not allow any flow whereas the non-plugging pathway is never completely
blocked by the particles deposited on the surface, but resulting in a reduction of the pore
size (Figure 2.12). The fines are loosely deposited, the fines deposition rate is proportional
to the fines concentration, and the fines can be re-entrained at a different position by the
moving fluid. Particle exchange between these pathways is not allowed and same particle
concentration is assumed in both tracks. They proposed:
∂σnp
∂t
= −α(unp − uc) · σnp + βcsus (2.20a)
∂σpl
∂t
= (δ + ρσpl) · uplcsus (2.20b)
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of synchrotron EDD-T and SEM-EDS analysis and DBF model
profiling of solids invasion (reproduced from Boek et al. [32]).
where the subscripts np and pl stand for non-plugging and plugging pathways, σ = volume
of fines deposited per unit initial pore volume, u = volumetric flux, uc = critical volumetric
flux, and α, δ, and β are constants. They assumed the approximate form of permeabilities,





kpl ≈ kpl,i · ea(σpl)
4
(2.21b)
where ε, a, kpl,i, and knp,i are empirically determined constants.
Civan and Nguyen [44] extended the model by introducing particle and fluid transfer between
the two tubes (plugging and non-plugging pathways) with the aid of a cross-flow. Further-
more, the bulk fraction of the porous medium containing the plugging and non-plugging
pathways were allowed to vary with progression of deposition, with allowance for remobiliza-
tion of entrapped particles. Eqs. 2.20 were modified with different kinetic laws governing
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Figure 2.12: Plugging and non-plugging pathways with exchange for particle migration and
deposition in porous media (reproduced from Civan and Nguyen [44]).




2/3csus,np −Keσnpφnp2/3ηe(τnp − τcr) (2.22a)
∂σpl
∂t
= (δ +Kplφpl) · uplcsus,pl (2.22b)
where K = rate constant, ηe = fraction of uncovered deposits that can be mobilized from
the pore surface, and τ = wall shear stress. The subscripts cr, d, and e stand for critical,
surface deposition, and mobilization, respectively.
The permeability for the non-plugging pathway is calculated similar to Eq. 2.19:







where n1 is an empirical parameter. Plugging pathway permeability is calculated by Civan
[41] as:
kpl = kpl,i · e−ασpl
n2 (2.24)
where α is a dimensionless constant and n2 is an empirical parameter. The total permeability
of the core can be calculated as a weighted sum of the plugging and non-plugging pathway
permeabilities:
k = θplkpl + θnpknp (2.25)
where θ = volume fraction of the individual pathway.
2.2.6 Experiments in literature
Deep bed filtration has been studied extensively in different aspects of engineering and
physical sciences. Iwasaki et al. [96] studied the effects of pollution in sand filter beds
and the different penetration depths of suspended matter. Maroudas and Eisenklam [138]
measured the pressure loss in granular media by injecting dilute solutions. Gruesbeck and
Collins [80] injected CaCO3 particles suspended in 2% KCl solution in an unconsolidated
sand pack and measured the effluent concentrations. Similar experiments were performed
by [21, 100, 150, 193, 208].
Al-Abduwani et al. [9] performed the experiments while closely monitoring the flow rate and
measured the pressure (converted to permeability), characterized the effluent sample by laser
diffraction, and chemically quantified the injection/effluent concentrations. Bedrikovetsky
et al. [23] suggested using three core points to determine the filtration coefficient λ. Recently
researchers have combined computed tomography imaging [105, 107, 194, 214] and nuclear
























Sand Glass Calcite Natural Plastic Iron Clay
Injected particle material
Figure 2.13: Ratio of porous medium grain diameter to injected particle diameter plotted
against grain diameter of porous media [21, 80, 86, 87, 95, 96, 107, 112, 138, 145, 158, 178,
190]. The marker shape represents the grain material and the marker color represents the
injected particle material.
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Figure 2.13 shows a scatter of formation damage experiments present in the literature and
plots the size ratio of grain particle to injected particles and the porous medium grain size.
A comprehensive variety of sizes and types of injected particles and filtration medium are
found throughout the literature, for example Heertjes and Lerk [85] injected Fe(OH)2 in
glass sphere packs, Ives and Gregory [95] injected Chlorella in sands, and Bailey et al. [21]
injected CaCO3 in Ketton limestone in their experiments. Most of the experiments have been
performed in uniform porous media; some experiments have been conducted in carbonate
media, but they have been performed in Ketton limestone, which consists of large connected
uniform pore spaces [31]. The experiments presented in Figure 2.13 are not an exhaustive
list, for which the readers are referenced to the excellent review papers by Herzig et al. [87]
and Ives [92].
Researchers have suggested different size ratio limits based on studies of particle removal by
straining and surface deposition. Herzig et al. [87] proposed that straining is dominant for
suspended particles larger than 30 µm. Abrams [4] suggested that the particles are trivially
affected by electrochemical surface force, and together with Barkman and Davidson [22]
proposed that particles less than one-third and greater than one-seventh the pore diameter
form an internal filter cake. van Oort et al. [193] further modified this range to one-third to
one-fourteenth of the pore diameter for low velocities (< 0.033 cm/sec). Khilar and Fogler
[115] suggested that surface deposition is only important when particles are less than one-
tenth of the pore throat. Figure 2.14 shows the injected particle approach velocity plotted
against the ratio of grain diameter to injected particle diameter for some of the experiments
in Figure 2.13. The marker color denotes the porous medium grain size.
Imaging in formation damage Computed tomography (CT) imaging has been used in
petroleum engineering to non-destructively observe porosity distributions, saturation distri-
butions, and multiphase flow in rocks [8]. CT imaging scans, computes, and combines 2D
x-ray scans of the sample from different angles. Electrons produced in a cathode are directed
at a metallic target to generate x-rays, which are then transmitted towards the sample and
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Figure 2.14: Approach velocity of the injected particles plotted against the ratio of porous
medium grain diameter to injected particle diameter [21, 62, 63, 80, 86, 87, 95, 96, 107, 112,
138, 158, 178, 190]. The marker color represents the diameter of the porous medium grain.
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captured by the detector. The attenuated x-rays captured at the detector, dictated by the
electron structure of the sample, give a measure of the attenuation coefficient, and therefore
the density, of the sample using the Beer-Lambert law:
I1 = I0 · e(µt) (2.26)
where I0 = x-ray intensity at the source, I1 = x-ray intensity measured at the detector, µ =
attenuation coefficient, and t = thickness of the absorbing medium.
3D tomogram of the sample is reconstructed by combining x-ray images obtained from
different angles and solving a system of equations. The scanner setup can be such that
either the source is fixed and the sample is rotated (in case of micro-tomographs), or the
source can rotate with the sample fixed in its position (in case of medical CT scanners).
Time-lapse radiography has been used to detect the relative permeability and saturation
evolution during multiphase flow [40, 126]. The same principle has been applied in formation
damage studies to determine the porosity change due to the flooding experiment [107] and
the spatial location of injected particle [12] at the end point. Recently continuous time-
lapse imaging has been successfully used to determine the time-evolution of porosity due to
particle deposition [76].
Micromodels, which are quasi-2D physical models with the pore structure etched on silicon
wafers [33, 199] with a bonded glass cover, are another very common way to image and
visually observe flow mechanisms. They have been extensively used to study two-phase pore-
scale flow mechanisms in porous media [59, 67, 161, 200]. The glass cover allows direct visual
observation (and optical imaging) of the pore-scale mechanisms [104, 118]. Additionally, the
surface properties of the micromodel can be modified to incorporate the effect of wettability
[77, 187] and the pore/throat sizes can be varied in depth [20, 210].
Micromodels have been used to study single-phase [20] and dual-phase [198] colloid trans-
port in porous media. They are a good method to understand the mechanisms related to
surface deposition, where the size of the injected particles is significantly smaller than the
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pore/throat size, but struggle to capture the mechanisms associated with straining as the
pore/throat become plugged. The main limitation is the depth of the model, which is one
grain deep, and does not capture the effect of flow re-routing to the adjacent pore in the
third dimension.
2.2.7 Pore-scale modeling approaches for particulate flow and retention
Pore-scale modeling of formation damage can be done using either Eulerian methods or
Lagrangian methods. Eulerian methods describe the particle concentration in space and
time and are not concerned with the location of each particle at a specific time. Lagrangian
methods describe the trajectory of the particle and record the location of each particle at
any specific time. The two methods discussed here are: computational fluid dynamics –
discrete elements method (CFD-DEM) and pore network models (PNM).
Computational fluid dynamics – Discrete element method Computational fluid
dynamics method solves the Navier-Stokes equation by discretizing it in space and time
(Eq. 2.27). This method has the advantage of simulating fluid flow with large viscosity and
density ratios and has been utilized to approximate macroscopic rock properties [142, 166].





= −∇p+ µ∇2u+ 1
3
µ∇(∇ · u) + ρg (2.27)
Discrete element method is used for computing the effect and motion of discrete particles.
It has been used to model the behavior of granular media, with applications in rock physics
[51, 174]. The point of contacts of the particle are modeled as a spring-dashpot system
(Figure 2.15). The normal and tangential force, based on a linear spring-dashpot system,
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are:
Fn = −kn∆xp,n + γn∆up,n (2.28a)
Ft = min{|kt∆xp,t + γt∆up,t|, fFn} (2.28b)
where k = stiffness, ∆x = overlap between particle, γ = damping constant, ∆u = relative
velocity between particles, fFn = Coulomb frictional limit, and the subscript n and t stand
for normal and tangential respectively.
Open source software such as OpenFOAM [1] and LIGGGHTS [119] have been used to
simulate particle flow in porous media by a coupled CFD-DEM approach [144, 148, 155],
with fairly close approximation of the porosity profiles [145].
Pore network models Pore network models simplify the porous network into an inter-
connected network of pores (balls) and throats (tubes) (Figure 2.16) and simulate flow by
solving mass conservation equations at each pore (Eq. 2.29) [66, 207]. Traditionally each
pore or throat was assumed to be spherical or tubular [29], but high resolution micro-CT
scans show that they can have different shapes. Pore networks can be extracted from high





(Pj − Pi) = 0 (2.29)
where gi,j = hydraulic conductivity of the throat connecting pores i and j, P = pressure in
pore, and µ = fluid viscosity.
Pore network models for formation have been used in formation damage studies [173, 184,
192]. At each time iteration, the pore hydraulic conductivity is updated based on the volume
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Figure 2.15: Schematic representation of spring-dashpot model in the normal and tangential
directions (reproduced from Rajamani et al. [167]).
Figure 2.16: Cubic lattice with 26 pore coordination number (reproduced from Raoof and
Hassanizadeh [169]).
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of deposited particles [212] which results in the change in shape of the pore throat. Details
about this methodology can be found in Yang [211].
2.2.8 Prior work on particulate entrapment in synthetic porous media
At this point the reader is advised to have a look at my Masters thesis [105] which details
the particulate entrapment experiments in homogeneous media.
In summary, I fabricate homogeneous porous media using 1.0 mm diameter glass beads
as the matrix grain and inject smaller-sized glass beads at three unique injection particle
concentration (0.5%, 1.0%, and 2.0% v/v) and two unique flow rates (40 and 60 ml/min).
The two flow rates result in the particle approach velocity of 0.0657 cm/sec and 0.0985
cm/sec, which are in accordance with the values found in the literature (Figure 2.14). The
injected glass beads (25 µm, 50 µm, and 100 µm) are injected as bi-modal sets, and the
total volume of injected glass beads for all the flow cases is kept the same. I measure and
quantify the changes in porosity using computed tomography (CT) scans and the changes
in permeability using continuous pressure measurements.
The study reached the following conclusion:
1. Injected particle size plays the chief role in formation damage. Larger sized particles
have a higher damage as compared to the smaller sized particles. If the injected particle
size is very small, the flow rate and concentration have no sizeable effect on the porosity
and permeability.
2. Size exclusion (entrapment) causes a larger loss in formation permeability as compared
to surface deposition.
3. External filter cake significantly influences the internal filter cake and hence the for-
mation damage. A higher flow rate can cause fingering in the external filter cake and
hence change the expected change in porosity and permeability.
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4. Small core can have end effects and this can significantly alter the porosity and per-
meability measurements.
To better quantify and predict formation damage, the experimental results were combined
with two different numerical models (each focusing on a different mechanism/length scale)
to predict permeability reduction [107]. The first model took a pore-scale approach that
modeled straining of larger particles through the pore structures extracted from x-ray tomo-
graphic images of rock and grain pack samples from first principles.
The detailed pore structure output from the first model was used as an input for the second
model, which is a network model. This pore network model simulates permeability impair-
ment caused by both large and small particles deposition in porous media. Forces exerted on
small particles include hydraulic drag, gravity, buoyancy, electric double layer, and van der
Waals. Particle trajectories in a converging- diverging pore throat were calculated dynam-
ically, and surface roughness and particle-surface interaction are incorporated to determine
particle detachment and attachment. Pore throat structure and hydraulic conductivities
were updated dynamically to account for the effect of previously deposited particles. The
comparison of experimental and simulation predictions showed that the combined pore- scale
model was capable of predicting the porosity of the invaded core only in the deeper regions
of the core.
The workflow was modified to decouple the deposition of small and large particles and intro-
duce a new upscaling procedure to get the aggregate effect of bi-modal particle injection [112].
A dual pore-scale numerical model approach (a combination of a direct pore-scale discrete
element method (DEM) and a pore-scale network model) was used to predict permeability
reduction by particle filtration in porous media under different mechanisms: surface depo-
sition and straining. Capture of large particles was assumed to be independent from the
deposition of small particles. Large particle deposition was modeled using the DEM in a
disordered sphere pack geometry (Figure 2.17); the result was a prediction of deposition as
a function of large particle concentration. Small particle deposition was modeled using the
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network model; the result being a prediction of deposition as a function of small particle
concentration.
The two simulation results were then combined and up-scaled to get an aggregate effect of the
two grain sizes. Comparison of the experimental results with simulation predictions shows
that the dual pore-scale model is capable of predicting the permeability of the invaded core
in the regions away from the injection face. Permeability prediction in the region adjacent
to the injection face is improved by incorporating the influence of the external filter cake.
2.3 Differences between sandstone and carbonate rocks
Sandstones typically have a single-scale porosity and pore size distribution and limited chem-
ical reactivity [37]. On the other hand, carbonates are complex rocks having a wide vari-
ety of pore types, pore sizes, pore distributions [71, 204], and greater chemical reactivity.
Inter-granular pores comprise the primary porosity in carbonate rock [151] while dissolution,
mineral replacement, and recrystallization, to name a few, can lead to secondary porosity on
a localized level [5, 7] (Figure 2.18). Song et al. [188] experimentally showed that carbonates
have pores on different length scales with complex spatial distributions of pore and pore
connectivity.
Voids larger than the normally expected interparticle pore space are called vugs. These can
be formed by the dissolution of the rock fabric or recrystallization of the carbonate mineral
[151, 218]. Lucia [131] classified the vuggy pore space based on the connectivity of the pore
space and rock fabric (Figure 2.19).
Vug spaces contribute significantly to the local porosity of rock, however permeability strongly
depends on vug connectivity. High contrast between the size of the vug and the pore space
results in a very heterogeneous flow [13, 217] and makes it difficult to characterize and predict
carbonate rock properties [6]. Core samples, which are not always available, are too het-
erogeneous and complex to isolate the effects of several quantifiable parameters. Therefore,
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(a) 3D visualization of disordered sphere
pack – 8 mm × 8 mm × 8 mm (reproduced
from Mirabolghasemi [144]).
(b) 3D visualization of gray porous medium
grains and red injected large particles (re-
produced from Khan et al. [112]).
Figure 2.17: Disordered sphere pack before and after particle entrapment.
Figure 2.18: Evolution of lime mud (center) into different carbonate pore types by chemical
processes (reproduced from Murray [151]).
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Figure 2.19: Geological and petrophysical classification of vuggy pore space (reproduced
from Lucia [131]).
very little is currently known about the two-phase flow behavior in vuggy carbonates [34].
Combining the effect of particulate movement in this media, the estimation of formation
damage in carbonates becomes a stumbling block.
Assessing permeability of vuggy carbonates is an outstanding problem in formation evalua-
tion [197]. Carbonate pore space is complex to start with, and the standard formulae (e.g.
Timur-Coates) do not apply. Furthermore, formation near the wellbore is damaged and that
is not accounted for in the formulae.
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2.4 Problem statement
From extensive literature review, it has been identified that:
1. Formation damage due to straining and surface deposition has been studied in multiple
disciplines of science (from water resource management to medical engineering) and
the problem is generally understood. Many contrasting theories have been suggested
of how the filtration process progresses in porous media.
2. The majority of the work has been done in uniform porous media, specifically sandstone
rocks in the petroleum engineering and water resource literature.
3. Little work related to solids transport in carbonate rocks is found in the literature.
The main challenge in carbonates is pore space heterogeneity as pore sizes vary from below
micron length scale in micro-porous regions to millimeter scale vugs or dissolution features.
In this work I focus on singling out the effect of pore-size heterogeneity by answering the
following questions:
1. Can a proxy core be fabricated that is similar to a real carbonate in its pore hetero-
geneity but does not posses its chemical reactivity and surface forces?
2. What would be the effect of pore heterogeneity on straining and surface deposition for
different proxy core configurations?
3. Can we predict how much formation damage would occur and where would it occur?
2.4.1 Experimental considerations
In the work presented here, I attempt to fill in the gaps found in the literature. The size
of the grain was chosen as 1 mm, on the upper echelons of the sand sized particles (Figure
2.13), while the injecting particles were chosen as 25, 50, and 100 µm. These sizes cover the
two extremes of the deposition processes as discussed in the literature, and also considers the
transition zone between surface deposition and straining processes. The particle approach
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velocities in the proposed study is in the range 0.06 to 0.1 cm/sec, which is in the center of
the velocity spectrum present in the literature (Figure 2.14).
The other matter of importance is the material used for the porous bed and the injected
phase. The literature has a wide medley of material used in experiments. which range from
anthracite, sand, calcium carbonate, and glass for the filter medium and Fe(OH)2, algae,
pollen, and quartz powder for the injected phase. A few desired material qualities are:
1. Low surface forces as the focus will be on straining, i.e. size exclusion.
2. Capability of doing repeatable experiments.
3. Homogeneous and uniform injected phase.
4. Material that is easily penetrable by x-rays to allow 3D spatial investigation.
Review of commonly used material resulted in identifying the following properties for glass:
low surface forces, high sphericity, uniform bead size, high mechanical strength, and chem-
ically non-reactivity. Combining these with the ease of handling, low cost, and ease of
availability, I selected and used glass beads for this work. A few more positives resulting
from using glass beads include the ease of having repeatability and comparison with simu-
lation models based on bead packs. I have thus aimed at 3D variants of micromodels, so to
speak: simple as possible, but no simpler.
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Chapter 3: Vuggy carbonate benchmark and
image-based vug characterization
Rocks in nature, specifically vuggy carbonates, are complex real rocks [34] with a large
variety of pore openings present in them [71, 204]. These openings are difficult to observe
under the naked eye and are usually observed using a combination of multiple scanning
techniques [205]. When interacting with the suspended solids these differences in pore sizes,
spanning multiple orders of magnitude, result in different particle deposition mechanisms,
and therefore different particle deposition patterns. Furthermore the matrix is naturally
chemically reactive, and therefore evolves over time with transport of fluid in the subsurface.
The combined effect of these factors makes it very difficult to discern the exact characteristics
of particle deposition in these vuggy medium.
The objective of this chapter are two-fold: (i) generate a laboratory core measurements
benchmark dataset for a complex carbonate formation; and (ii) produce workflows based on
high resolution images to identify and characterize the vugs. In this chapter, I first measure
and report routine petrophysical properties (e.g. porosity, permeability etc) for a highly
heterogeneous Guelph dolomite rock core. Then I scan the core in a computed tomography
(CT) scanner to get low and high resolution digital image sets of the core and apply image
analysis workflows on them to identify and characterize the vugs.
Rock characterization in petroleum engineering is usually done with respect to the petro-
physical properties of the rock; here I characterize the vugs inside the rock based on the
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vug size, vug shape, and the vug distribution. These parameters are important in reference
to the particulate entrapment in porous media, as will be discussed in the later chapters.
Figure 3.1 shows the general workflow for this study.
3.1 Experimental measurements
A core measuring 1.5 inch in diameter and 3 inch in length was cut from a Guelph dolomite
block (courtesy of Dr. Gary Pope). The core was dried in an oven operating at 200 °C and
routine petrophysical measurements (porosity, permeabililty, NMR T2, and elastic proper-
ties) were experimentally determined. The core was then imaged at two different resolution
in the x,y-direction: 250 µm in a medical CT scanner and 23 µm in a micro-CT scanner.
The core was then saturated with 2% CaCl2 solution as the equalization brine, which had
been found to be non-reactive to the rock [58], and elastic properties were again determined.
The core was then CT scanned at the two resolutions. This section highlights the methods
used to determine the petrophysical properties.
3.1.1 Petrophysical properties
Porosity The porosity measurements are obtained through multiple experimental methods
and the results are listed in Table 3.1:
1. Helium porosimeter on dry core,
2. Bulk measurements for dry and saturated core,
3. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) T2 measurement, and
4. CT scan on dry and saturated core.
Different techniques give diferent porosities, with the average porosity value calculated as
(14.3 ± 0.73)%. The high error value can be attributed to the difference in scale of observa-
tion and limitation of the different measurement techniques. For example the CT scanning
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Figure 3.1: Overall project workflow.
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would observe the total pore space while the fluid transport based methods, like Helium
porosimetry, would only access the connected pore space. Therefore, based on the different
measuremnt methods, we can estimate that the total porosity is ∼15.1% out of which the
effective porosity is ∼14.6%. These values are similar to ones presented in the literature
[39, 58, 83] for the same rock, though the variations can be significant based on the zone
where the core is cut and how the vugs are distributed. The medical CT scanner, operating
at a resolution of 250 µm, does not have enough resolution to look at the small pores and
therefore significantly underestimates the porosity. Furthermore, a few vugs are present on
the side surface of the core which can be partially filled during the porosity measurement
(e.g. NMR) and therefore skew the measurement.
Brine permeability measurements Brine permeability is measured in the full core (1.5
in x 3 in) using the set up shown in Figure 3.2: the core is first dry vacuumed for 12 hours
and then vacuum saturated for another 12 hours. It is then flooded with 10 pore volumes of
the equalization brine, under 300 psi back-pressure, in order to guarantee that the sample is
fully saturated. The brine is then pumped at multiple flow rates, under two different back-
pressures (300 and 500 psi), and the pressure drop along the core is measured. The stabilized
pressure is used to calculate the brine permeability of the core. The average permeability of
the rock is calculated as 114.9 mD (Table 3.2), which lies within the range of permeability
Table 3.1: Porosity measurement using different methods.
Method Porosity (%)
Helium porosimeter 14.6
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance T2 scan 13.4
Bulk measurement 15.1
Medical CT scan 13.4
Micro-CT scan 15.2
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values present in the literature [14, 39, 58].
NMR T2 measurements NMR T2 distribution of the saturated core sample is measured
using a benchtop 2 MHz-frequency Magritek NMR spectrometer to measure T2 distribution
to estimate the pore size distribution. The Spectrometer uses Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill
(CPMG) pulse sequence with 50,000 echoes and with an echo time of 100 µs for measuring
magnetization decay [48]. The T2 distributions are estimated from inversion of NMR mag-
netization decay measurements incorporated in the NMR equipment software. A minimum
signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 200 is set to guarantee reliable results. Four unique zones,
colored differently based on their pore size (Figure 3.4), are identified from the resultant
plot.
Elastic properties Acoustic measurements are made on dry and brine saturated core
using 500 kHz and 250 kHz input signal for P-wave and S-wave respectively. The signal is
passed along the length and diameter of the core and measured on a Keysight DSOX2024A
Oscilloscope. The measured properties, for dry and brine saturated sample, are presented in
Table 3.3.
Figure 3.2: Core flooding setup schematics.
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Table 3.2: Brine permeability measured for the Guelph dolomite core at different flow rates
with multiple back-pressures.
Sample ID GD#1-1 GD#1-2 GD#1-3 GD#1-4
Diameter [cm] 3.77 3.77 3.77 3.77
Length [cm] 7.57 7.57 7.57 7.57
Area [cm2] 11.19 11.19 11.19 11.19
Flow rate [ml/hr] 180 360 200 400
Differential pressure [psi] 4.30 9.17 4.46 9.88
Back pressure [psi] 300 300 500 500
Permeability [mD] 115.6 108.5 123.9 111.8

















Figure 3.3: Pressure trace for brine permeability measurement at different flow rates with a
back pressure of 300 psi.
Table 3.3: Elastic properties determined for the Guelph dolomite core.
Property Bulk modulus Shear modulus Youngs modulus Poisson’s ratio
[106] [106] [106]
Dry core 6.07 3.51 8.82 0.258
Wet core 6.68 3.44 8.81 0.280
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Figure 3.4: NMR T2 distribution for the Guelph dolomite sample. Four prominent pore sizes
(shading colors) are evident from the T2 distribution.
3.1.2 Computed tomography (CT) scanning
CT scanning is performed in-house on the whole core at different resolution: low resolution
scans on the medical CT scanner and the high resolution scans on the micro-CT scanner
(Figure 4.3).
Medical CT scanner The medical CT scanner, which operates at a resolution of up to
250 µm in x,y-direction and 3 mm in z-direction, is used to identify the macroscopic features
of the core. The scan parameters used are 3 second scan time, 1.5 mm scan thickness, 1.5
mm scan spacing, 130 kV voltage, and 200 mA current. More details about the scanner are
presented in the next chapter (Section 4.1.5).
Figure 3.5 shows the porosity map generated from the low resolution CT images. Large pore
openings (vugs) are observed spread throughout the core; these account for the high porosity
estimates for the rock.
Micro-CT scanner The micro-CT scanner, which can operate at a resolution of up to 3
µm, is used to scan the whole core at a resolution of 23 µm. The resolution is high enough
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Figure 3.5: Porosity map visualization based on the low resolution (medical) CT scans.
to identify a lot of the small vugs that were sub-resolution in the medical CT scan (Figure
3.1) and results in well defined boundary for the larger vugs. More details about the scanner
are presented in the next chapter (Section 4.1.5).
3.2 Image analysis workflow for vug and pore size characterization
Rock characterization groups together rocks with similar physical properties: in petroleum
engineering this is done with respect to the petrophysical properties of the rock. The vugs
can be classified on the basis of volume or shape: here I characterize the vuggy rock, first
on the basis of the pore sizes, and subsequently on the basis of vug structure inside the rock
based on the surface to volume ratio. The vug parameters (vug size, vug shape, and the
vug distribution) are important in reference to the particle entrapment physics in the vuggy
porous medium as evidenced in the subsequent chapters.
Rock fabric pore size characterization From the high resolution micro-CT scans, a
100-slice subsection from the middle of the core is selected as the image stack. The image
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stack is opened in FIJI-ImageJ [180] and is processed to clear the zone outside the core and
isolate the rock. The image is then denoised which enhances the small features present in
the image (Figure 3.7).
Intensity profile along the width of the core image shows that different vug sizes tend to
show different gray values (Figure 3.8) because of blurring and non-sharp boundaries. These
can cause errors when thresholding and segmenting the image. A non-local means filter [54]
is applied to reduce this error (Figure 3.6).
Weka-3D machine learning algorithm [18] is applied to the image stack next to identify the
pore space, matrix, and the outside region (Figure 3.9). The data set is manually trained
for a couple of images and the trained classifier is then applied to the rest of the image
stack. Watershed algorithm [157] is applied to the pore space in conjunction with Euclidean
distance transform and the result is segmented to isolate the pore bodies. ImageJ’s find
connected region algorithm [127] is used to label each individual pore body. The image
stack, containing the pore body labels, is exported to MATLAB [2] where the pore bodies
are sorted based on volume.
The NMR previously identified four unqiue pore zones present in the rock fabric (Figure
3.4). This information, combined with the limitation of the NMR that it cannot measure
anything with a relaxation time larger than that of water and the large vug that transverses
across the length of the core, I have used five zones as the classifier for sorting the pore
volumes.
K-means clustering, based on the the Euclidean distance [19], is used as the sorting algorithm
and applied to the log of the pore volume. The sorted pore bodies are labeled individually
and then combined to create the final image stack (Figure 3.10). Zone 5 is the largest vug
that transverses across the length of the core and was not captured by the NMR scan.
Vug structure characterization The denoised 100-slice subsection from the middle of
the core is selected as the image stack; it can be segmented to isolate the vugs using either
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Figure 3.6: Image analysis workflow for pore size characterization.
(a) Original (b) Denoised
Figure 3.7: Image quality is improved by denoising the image.
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Figure 3.8: Sample image (left) and gray value profile along the yellow (right) shows different
vug size tend to have different gray value. Non-local means filter is applied to reduce this
difference and reduce errors in thresholding.
of the two approaches:
1. 3σ method [125] proposes that the greyscale value of the CT images follow a Gaussian
distribution and the segmentation threshold can be taken as 3 times the standard
deviation (σ) derived from fitting the Gaussian distribution to the CT images.
2. Deconvolution method detailed in Victor [197].
Both of these methods give similar results; for ease of application I use the 3σ method for
segmentation. After segmentation, individual vugs are identified by using ImageJ’s find
connected region algorithm [127] and then imported into MATLAB to calculate the
physical properties (volume, surface etc.) of each individual vug. Vugs here are defined as
pore openings that are larger than the image resolution (23 µm).
Vugs make up most of the pore space, accounting for 12.2% porosity, compared to 15.2%
porosity determined via micro-CT (Table 3.1). Figure 3.11 shows the segmented vugs colored
by the size of the aperture.
The surface to volume ratio, also the inverse of the effective radius, is a measure of the shape
of the body. A smaller the S/V ratio for a vug, large aspect ratio (ratio of largest dimension
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(a) Input control for the Weka-3D package [18] in
Fiji-ImageJ. Different zones are identified to train
the classifier.
(b) Classifier image which identifies the
zones similar to the chosen ones based
on the image statistics (mean, median,
mode etc). Image classification can
be repeated until the desired output is
achieved.
(c) Classified images from Weka-3D from left to right: matrix, vug, and outside.
Figure 3.9: Once the classifier is trained on an image, it can be applied to the rest of the
image stack and segmentation can be done very quickly. For this case, the classifier has been
trained to identify three zones: vug, matrix, and outside.
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Figure 3.10: Zones characterized based on connected pore volume. Zone 1 has the smallest
pore volumes and zone 5 consists of one large vug that transverses across the sub-section.
Figure 3.11: Vug spatial distribution based on its aperture size.
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to the smallest dimenstion), implies an elongated vug. Therefore the shape of the vug can
be estimated based on its S/V ratio derived from the image stack.
The S/V ratio for simple geometrical bodies can be calculated based on progression series:




2mn+ (2m+ 2n)× i
mni
(3.1)
where i, n, and m = number of cells in x, y, and z-direction (Figure 3.12). Therefore a cube
shaped vug, which is one voxel across, will have a S/V of 6 and a cube shaped vug, which
is two voxels across, will have a S/V of 5. Similarly, the S/V ratio of edge connected bodies






∀i ≥ n+ 1 (3.2)
where i, n, and m = number of cells in x, y, and z-direction. Figure 3.13 shows the possible
S/V ratios for simple edge-connected and face-connected vug bodies upto15 voxels long in
each dimension. The edge-connected bodies, due to reduction in the number of external
faces, tend to have a higher S/V ratio while the face-connected have a smaller S/V ratio.
Figure 3.14 shows the normalized volume of each connected vug, with respect to the total
vug volume, plotted against the S/V ratio. One vug, with a S/V value of 0.8327, contributes
∼75% of the total vug volume and transverses through the image stack. The S/V ratio also
suggests that the vug will have a high aspect ratio, i.e. an elongated shape. This large vug
is easily identifiable in the image stack (Figure 3.15).
Figure 3.12: Vug shape: face-connected (left) or edge-connected (right).
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Figure 3.13: Simple vug shapes can be either face- or edge-connected. The S/V ratio uniquely
possible for a combination of 15 voxel in each direction are plotted.
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Figure 3.14: Normalized volume of each unique vug plotted against its S/V ratio along with
the theoretical distribution for a spherical vug and tubular vug with one and four square
voxel cross-section.
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Figure 3.14 also plots the expected normalized volume against the S/V ratio for a spherical
vug (red), and elongated tubular vugs with one (yellow) and four (green) square voxel cross-
sectional area. The longer vug bodies have a larger normalized volume, and ultimately a
smaller S/V ratio. The vug data from the image stack suggests that most of the vugs have
low sphericity and are generally elongated with a high aspect ratio.
Figure 3.16 shows the probability of the S/V ratios present in the image stack. The most
prominent S/V ratio, which accounts for ∼60% of the vugs has a value of 6 and the most
prominent vug volume is 1 voxel. An interesting point to note is that multiple vug volumes
are associated with this S/V ratio (Figure 3.14), which is only possible when there are no
face connections and a one voxel cube is present. Out of all the vugs with S/V ratio 6, 91%
have a volume equal to one voxel. This means that there are multiple vugs which are larger
than one voxel, have no face-connections, and therefore have atleast one edge-connection.
The vug separation and distribution can be calculated by generating a Euclidean distance
map of the image stack (Figure 3.17). The Euclidean distance, or nearest neighbor, is a
measure of the separation between two disconnected neighboring bodies. Most of the vugs
are located within 20 voxels (0.46 mm) from another vug (Figure 3.18).
3.3 Summary
Using established laboratory measurement techniques, I have measured several petrophysical
properties of a Guelph dolomite core. Due to the complex nature of the rock fabric and
differences in measurement principle, variations in the petrophysical properties are observed.
Based on high resolution CT images, I have established a workflow for pore size and vug
structure characterization.
All the pores (including the vugs) are characterized based on the pore volume and divided
into zones based on the input number of regions from the NMR. As a result, a 3D map
of the pore sizes present in the core can be generated. This is useful for recognizing re-
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Figure 3.15: Large vug transverses across the thickness of the image stack and consists of
∼75% of the total vug volume.
gions with similar petrophysical properties, and thus identifying zones for further physical
sub-sampling (coring) to get region-wise petrophysical property measurement using higher
resolution equipment (e.g. SEM, TEM etc). Thus we have developed a scale-dependent
workflow for core plug subsampling. The properties derived from the smaller subsamples
can be combined to generate an upscaling model for the rock.
The vugs are characterized based on the vug shape, vug volume, and vug separation (dis-
tribution). In the grander scheme of things, specifically related to the particle entrapment
studies that are presented in the following chapters, the size and spatial distribution of the
vugs is of prime importance as it affects the particle entrapment mechanism. For real rocks,
where the vugs are of variable sizes and are dispersed throughout the medium, estimating
these distribution will result in a clearer approximation of where and when the particulate
will be retained.
For the Guelph dolomite core, I found that most of the vugs are: small in size (< 0.23 mm
in diameter), have low sphericity resulting in an elongated cuboidal shape, and are located
close to each other (0.69 mm mean separation).
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(a) Surface to volume ratio histogram for the vugs present in the image stack. The most common
S/V ratio is 6 pix−1.
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(b) Vug volume histogram. The volume of the vugs varies over multiple orders of magnitude.
Figure 3.16: The histograms suggest that most of the vugs are one-voxel cubes.
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(a) Slice 4 - top of image stack
(b) Slice 43 - middle of image stack
(c) Slice 93 - bottom of image stack
Figure 3.17: The input image stack is denoised (left) and individual vugs are identified
(center). Euclidean distance map (left) for the vugs is calculated, which gives an estimation
of the separation between individual vugs.
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Figure 3.18: Nearest neighbor distance histogram measures the separation of the vug bodies
from it nearest neighbor. The vugs are positioned closely with a mean separation of 30 voxel
(0.69 mm).
3.4 Future work
This work can be carried forward by building onto the established workflow (Figure 3.1)
to do a multiscale analysis on it. After doing petrophysical measurements on the core, CT
images can be generated which can be used to identify zones of similar pore sizes. These
subsamples can then be cored and subsequently petrophysical measurements made on them.
Higher resolution imaging can then again be employed to get a detailed picture of the zone.
The combination of these multiscale properties would give a more detailed map of the core
petrophysical properties and ultimately an upscaling model for the rock.
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Chapter 4: Core fabrication †
Synthetic cores have been utilized in this study due to the repeatibility and high degree of
control in the fabrication process. The core fabrication procedure for a homogeneous core
has been worked and reported in my Masters thesis [105]. The main motivation for sintering
glass beads is to remove the change in porosity and pore structure caused by movement of
glass beads when:
• Physically moving the experiment to and from the computed tomography (CT) ma-
chine,
• Fluid flowing in the bead pack, and
• Conducting horizontal and back flow experiments.
In this chapter, I first give a brief overview of the laboratory equipment used for core fab-
rication, then a brief overview of core fabrication process as detailed in my Masters thesis
[105], and finally the modifications made to the fabrication process to create proxy vuggy
carbonaceous cores.
†This chapter is based on the following two papers:
Khan, H., Mirabolghasemi, M., Yang, H., Prodanović, M., DiCarlo, D., Balhoff, M., & Gray, K. (2016).
Comparative Study of Formation Damage due to Straining and Surface Deposition in Porous Media (178930-
MS). Society of Petroleum Engineers. https://doi.org/10.2118/178930-MS
Khan, H. J., DiCarlo, D., & Prodanović, M. (2018). Replicating carbonaceous vug in synthetic porous
media. MethodsX, 5, 808–811. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mex.2018.07.018
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4.1 Material and equipment
4.1.1 Matrix grains
Soda-lime glass beads, manufactured by Mo-Sci Specialty Products LLC, have been used
as the matrix grains in the fabrication process. These are solid glass beads that have a
minimum sphericity of 85% and consist of 65 – 75% silica. A sampling of the beads is taken
and observed under a microscope, and the sphericity calculation is performed based on the
number of non-spherical particles found in the material. Table 4.1 shows the basic physical
properties of the glass beads.The detailed data sheet can be found in Appendix A.
Five different sizes of glass beads have been utilized in the fabricating process, ranging in
size from 1000 micron to 25 micron in diameter (Table 4.2).
4.1.2 Vug placeholder
Vug placeholders are defined as the shaped material used to temporarily take up the space
of the vug during the sintering process. The material used, salt and gypsum depending on
the method for generating vugs, are inert to the temperature cycling during the sintering
phase.
Table 4.1: Physical properties of soda-lime glass beads.
Physical property Value
Specific gravity 2.5
pH in water @ 25 °C 7.8
Softening temperature 650 °C
Refraction index 1.51
Compressive strength 39.9 ksi
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Table 4.2: Size distribution of glass beads used in core fabrication (Mo-Sci corporation).
Part Number Sieve Mesh Size Size Range (µm) Average Size (µm)
GL0191SB/800–1200 16 – 20 800 – 1200 1000
GL0191B4/150–212 70 – 100 150 – 212 200
GL0191B4/75–106 140 – 200 90 – 106 100
GL0191B4/38—53 270 – 400 38 – 53 50
GL0191B4/13–45 325 – 400 13 – 45 25
Salt Coarse sea salt (NaCl) grains, packaged as HEB Coarse Mediterranean Sea Salt, are
used as the vug placeholder. The salt crystals are large in size, non-sperical, and can weigh
up to 0.5 g each.
Gysum cement Gypsum cement, packaged as DAP® Plaster of Paris Dry Mix, is used
to replicate the exact shape of the die it is set in and has a hardening time of 20 mins.
4.1.3 Graphite mold
A Galloni 3013 machined flat-bottom graphite crucible is used in the fabrication process.
The dimensions of the cylinderical crucible are: 5.804 cm outer diameter, 3.594 cm inner
diameter, 7.772 cm depth, and 8.725 cm height.
Figure 4.1: Galloni 3013 graphite crucible - 2.285” (5.804 cm) OD x 1.415” (3.594 cm) ID x
3.06” (7.772 cm) DP.
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4.1.4 Muffle furnace
The cores are sintered in a Thermolyne FB1415M (Cole-Parmer) benchtop muffle furnace
(Figure 4.2) available in UT PGE department. It is a manually-operated digitally-controlled
furnace with a peak temperature of 1200 °C and can accomodate a sample of no larger than
4.25” (10.795 cm) in height. This is not a vaccuum furnace and air is present during the
heating stage, resulting in a depreciation of the graphite mold quality over time.
4.1.5 CT imaging
Two types of CT scanners are available inhouse at UT PGE:
Medical CT scanner An in-house multiple energy modified medical scanner (Figure 4.3a)
from Universal Systems (Universal Systems HD-350E) is available in the UT PGE depart-
ment. The scanner has the ability to scan in the horizontal as well as the vertical direction,
and can scan at a maximum resolution of 250 µm.
The CT numbers for the fluids and glass measured on this instrument are presented in Table
4.3.
Figure 4.2: Thermolyne FB1415M benchtop muffle furnace.
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Soda-lime glass beads 2500
X-ray microtomograph A Nikon XT-H 225 x-ray microtomograph (Figure 4.3b) is avail-
able in the Chevron Digital Petrophysics Laboratory at the University of Texas at Austin
(UT) Petroleum & Geosystems Engineering (PGE) department, managed by Dr. Nicolas Es-
pinoza (https://faculty.engr.utexas.edu/espinoza/microct). The microtomograph has a 225
kV microfocus x-ray source with 3 µm focal spot size and an X-ray detector Varian Paxscan
1500 by 1900 pixels.
4.1.6 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) system
An Oxford Instruments GeoSpec2 2 MHz NMR system is available at UT PGE under the
management of Dr. Hugh Daigle (http://faculty.engr.utexas.edu/daigle/daigle/laboratory).
The scanner has improved signal-to-noise and ultra-short echo times – both essential features
for accurate measurements on tight rocks and shales. Other features are: 40 mm and 53 mm
probe, 0.05 T static field, and dual gradient coils with gradient up to 0.5 T/m.
NMR is a physical phenomenon in which the sample is first magnetically excited, and then
relaxation parallel and perpendicular to external magnetic field is measured. In a 100%
water saturated porous media, the characteristic relaxation time T2 gives an estimate of the
pore size distribution based on the presence of hydrogen nuclei. The water close to the pore
wall surface relaxes faster compared to the bulk water, which shows a single exponential
decay.
Sørland et al. [189] gives an overview of the process of getting pore size distributions from
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(a) Modified medical CT scanner. (b) Nikon XT H 225 microtomograph.
Figure 4.3: Computed tomography imaging options available at UT PGE.
NMR T2 measurements. The T2 relaxation time for water is estimated between 2000 and
3000 ms. Therefore the maxmimum vug size that can be observed for the soda-lime glass
bead-water system would be ∼350 µm, after which the bulk relaxivity of the water would
dominate.
4.1.7 3D printer
A MakerBot® ReplicatorTM 2 is available in UT PGE Machine shop managed by Mr. Daryl
Nygaard. The printer has a resolution capability of 100 µm, a 410 cubic-inch build volume,
and can accomodate a maximum design of 11.2” (28.448 cm) L x 6.0” (15.240 cm) W x 6.1”
(15.494 cm) H.
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Figure 4.4: Oxford Instruments GeoSpec2 2 MHz NMR system available at UT PGE.
4.1.8 Miscellaneous
The following material were also used in the core fabrication process:




4.2 Homogeneous core fabrication
Glass beads are put in a cylinderical graphite crucible (Figure 4.1) and shaken for a few
minutes. The movement settles the beads and generates a loose random pack. The graphite
crucible is placed in a muffle furnace (Figure 4.2) and exposed to the temperature profile
(Figure 4.5a) selected by trial-and-error. The key parameter in glass bead sintering is the
exposure time above the softening point and the peak temperature. Longer the exposure
time and higher peak temperature result in more deformed glass beads, and therefore a lower
porosity and permeability. The process is considered repeatable as the same temperature
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profile results in the same porosity, permeability, and pore structure in the bead pack.
The bead pack is taken out of the furnace after it cools down and porosity is determined
using CT scans and helium porosimetry and permeability using a core flood. The resultant
core (Figure 4.5b) is a consolidated bead pack with a high porosity of ∼42% and 100 Darcy
permeability.
A micro-CT scan (Figure 4.6) of the core was taken to take a closer look at the features of
the sintered core. The short exposure time at peak temperature during the sintering process
did not affect the shape of the beads, which retain a high degree of sphericity.
The NMR T2 relaxation time, and therefore the pore size distribution estimation, for the
fabricated core can be determined using the GeoSpec2 NMR system (Figure 4.4). Figure 4.7
shows the pore size distribution for fabricated cores with 1.0 mm and 0.2 mm glass beads,
with corresponding R35 pore size value of 27 µm and 165 µm respectively. This correlates
well with the modified Winland R35 [121] value of 163.3 µm for the 1.0 mm diameter glass
bead core:
log (r35) = 0.9058 + 0.5547 log(k)− 0.9033 log(φ) (4.1)
4.3 Vuggy core fabrication method 1 - creating spherical and elon-
gated vugs using dissolvable inserts
Rezaei et al. [175] showed a possible vuggy core creation mechanism by placing a combustible
material (wood) inside the glass bead pack before sintering in a vaccuum furnace. The
material is later combusted in the presence of oxygen, leaving a vug space in the sintered
pack. This process was repeated in the in-house muffle furnace (Figure 4.2), which does not
hold vaccuum, and was found to leave a residue inside the pore space which could not be
cleared completely by repeated core floods.
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(a) Temperature profiles used for core fabrication (b) Fabricated core
Figure 4.5: Temperature profile for a stable and highly porous core [105].
Figure 4.6: Micro-CT of sample homogeneous core with 23 µm resolution (sample diameter
= 35.9 mm).
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dgrain = 0.2 mm
dgrain = 1.0 mm
Figure 4.7: T2 Pore size distribution of homogeneous cores with single grain size, 0.2 and
1.0 mm, and corresponding R35 pore size of 27 µm and 165 µm respectively.
This process is modified by replacing the combustible vug placeholder, wood, with an in-
combustible material, salt. Salt is selected as a placeholder due to its high melting point,
high solubility in water, and ease of machining. Small pieces of coarse sea salt are wrapped
in a thin strip of cheesecloth, firmly secured by twisting the ends, and held in a graphite
mold in the desired shape. Glass beads (1.0 mm diameter) are poured to fill in the mold
simultaneously. The bead pack is then sintered using the same temperature profile (Figure
8.1b) as the homogeneous cores (Section 4.2).
The core is cooled down to room temperature and flooded with de-ionized (DI) water for 1
hour. The in-situ salt dissolves in the DI water, creating a void space with the geometry of
the salt packet. The cheesecloth is burned in the furnace during the sintering process and
any residue is pumped out during the core flooding process. Figure 4.8 shows a micro-CT
scan of the vug present inside the core after the salt has been completely dissolved along
with a 3D reconstruction of the vug. No residue of the cheese cloth is observed in the high
resolution (25 micron) scans.
Different vug configurations, including but not limited to vugs in series, vugs in parallel, and
dispersed vugs have been created using this method and are used for different experiments in
the later chapters. The vug shape and distribution used in each section is detailed therein.
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(a) µCT image with a 25 micron
resolution (sample diameter = 35.9
mm).
(b) 3D vug visualization
based on µCT scans.
Figure 4.8: Vug space created by using water soluble salt as vug placeholder.
Single vugs have been utilized in Chapter 5: and multiple vug combinations are used in
Chapter 6: and Chapter 8:.
4.4 Vuggy core fabrication method 2 - replicating exact carbona-
ceous vug in synthetic porous media
Khan et al. [113] outlines the process of replicating the shape of vugs in naturally occuring
carbonaceous cores. The process workflow is shown in Figure 4.9.
4.4.1 Image acquisition and processing
A vuggy carbonate [106] (Section 3.1.2) is imaged using a medical CT scanner at a resolution
of 250 µm with the scanning parameters as: scanning time 3 sec, scan thickness 1 mm, voltage
140 kV, and current 200 mA. The output CT data is used to generate image files (e.g. JPEG
etc.). Alternatively, a CT image stack can be obtained from an online rock repository [164].















Figure 4.9: Workflow for replicating exact carbonaceous vug in synthetic porous media.
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the difference in resolution in the x, y and z-axis. The image stack is filtered using the
kuwahara filter [123] to reduce noise and amplify the vug space. The stack is segmented
(simple threshold command in ImageJ) using the Otsu method [160] and the look-up
table (LUT) for the resultant binary stack is set such that the vug space has maximum value
(255 for an 8-bit image).
4.4.2 Vug surface extraction
ImageJ’s built-in find connected regions algorithm [127] is then used to find the con-
nected spaces in 3D. The algorithm color codes and isolates the individual connected spaces
(Figure 4.10). The desired vug space is selected and visualized in the built-in 3D viewer, and
the surface (STL) is exported for 3D printing. The in-house 3D printer is used for printing
the surface at a resolution of 100 µm.
The macro for the process above is added in Appendix B.
4.4.3 Mold creation and casting
The 3D printed sample is coated in grease and pressed between two sheets of Play-Doh®.
The Play-Doh® surface is coated with grease before pressing and are pulled apart afterwards.
The sample is pulled from the Play-Doh® leaving a mold behind. The Play-Doh® releases
easily because of the applied grease. Two holes are drilled in the mold which connect the
inner body to the outer surface. These can be simply made poking a pencil through the
Play-Doh®. They are created to give a pathway to the air which escapes when fluid is
poured inside the mold. Grease is applied to the template on the two sheets and they are
joined together.
The mold can also be 3D printed by creating a negative of the vug surface but it is difficult
to make the mold leak-proof with the low resolution printing capability available to us.
Plaster of Paris (gypsum cement) is mixed with water and cast inside the mold. The cement
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Figure 4.10: Multiple disconnected void spaces (vugs at this resolution) are present in this
sample [106].
solidifies in 30 minutes, after which the Play-Doh® is removed. Excess Play-Doh® is removed
by blowing with pressurized air.
4.4.4 Core fabrication and acid cleanup
A glass bead core is fabricated using the method outlined in Khan [105]. One millimeter
diameter glass beads are poured in a graphite mold and the vug cast is placed at the desired
depth. The mold is exposed to a peak temperature of 725 °C in a muffle furnace. The peak
temperature is chosen to be higher than the softening point of soda-lime glass, at which the
glass beads begin to soften up and join together. The system is allowed to cool before the
sintered pack is removed from the mold.
The core is flooded for 10 hours with 2M HCl, which dissolves the gypsum cement. 10 pore
volumes of de-ionized water is then cycled to clean up any solid remnants. The core is placed
in a drying furnace (∼150 °C) for 2 hours to remove all fluid.
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4.4.5 Fabricatrion method validation
A Guelph dolomite sample (38 mm × 72 mm) is scanned at a resolution of 250 µm [106]
and thickness of 3 mm in a medical CT scanner (Universal Systems HD-350E located at
UT PGE). The images are processed to isolate a vug and surface extracted. MakerBot®
Replicator 2 (located at UT PGE) is used to 3D print the surface. Mold is created and cast
in gypsum cement (Figure 4.11). Core is sintered with the casted vug in place and treated
with acid to remove the gypsum cement.
The resultant core is dried and susequently scanned in the medical CT scanner. The vug
space is reconstructed using Fiji-ImageJ (Figure 4.12) and the visualizations are compared.
The extremities are not captured well in the reconstruction, but this can be attributed to
the limited resolution of the 3D printed vug space.
4.5 Fabricated core
4.5.1 Petrophysical properties
Porosity and permeability The homogeneous cores created using 1.0 mm diameter glass
beads and the aforementioned temperature profile (Figure 4.5) results in a highly porous,
∼42%, and permeable core ( single-phase water permeability of 100 Darcy). This compares
fairly well with the Karmen-Cozeny prediction of 125 Darcy for such glass bead sizes.
Figure 4.11: Surface visualization (left), resultant 3D–print (middle) and vug cast (right).
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Figure 4.12: Vug space after acid flood.
Quantity and size of vug(s) significantly affects the porosity and permeability of the core.
These larger pathways provide less resistance for fluid flow, however the overall permeability
effect is related to their connectivity across the sample. The glass bead distribution in the
region surrounding the vug is different compared to regions away from the vug. Figure 4.13
shows the porosity in a core cross-section obtained using 3D Gaussian blur, with brighter
shades showing a larger value. The porosity difference can be attributed to the difference in
boundary conditions for the two cases: the vugs, which are formed by solids of a size larger
than the bead size, result in a looser pack, and therefore a larger porosity value.
Pore size distribution Pore size distribution of the fabricated vuggy core is measured
using the GeoSpec2 NMR system (Figure 4.4) and plotted with the homogeneous core (Figure
(a) Upper vug (b) Lower vug
Figure 4.13: Pore size distribution, and therefore porosity distribution, varies across the
cross-section of the core. Regions surrounding the vug (bright colors) have a higher porosity
value compared to the regions further away from the vug.
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4.14) . One unique pore sizes is observed for both the cases, with a mean T2 value 1500 ms,
and equates to a pore size of 165 microns.
The absence of the centimeter-sized vug in the NMR is explained based on the bulk relaxation
time for pure water (∼ 2500 ms). Vug significantly larger than the pore size, 100x in this
case, would have a T2 relaxation time of greater than the bulk relaxation of pure water and
therefore would not be measured in the NMR.





















Figure 4.14: T2 NMR of a homogeneous core fabricated with 1.0 mm glass bead and a vuggy
core with the same sized glass bead and a centimeter-scale vug.
4.5.2 3D reconstruction
Vuggy cores have been scanned in the in-house micro-CT scanner at a resolution of 25
microns. Successive filters are applied, including but not limited to, Gaussian blur and
find connected regions in Fiji-ImageJ [180] to segment the vug space, pore space, and
glass beads. 3D reconstruction of the bead pack with vugs in shown in Figure 4.15; the
beads are loosely packed and retain their sphericity as was observed for the homogeneous
cores.
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Figure 4.15: Vertical cross-section of the 3D reconstruction of vuggy porous media with the
glass beads colored gray and vugs colored blue. Imaging resolution is 25 µm.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter I show the capability of forming vuggy glass bead cores with the desired matrix
porosity, vug porosity, vug placement, and vug shape. This procedure can be extrapolated
to include multiple vugs of different shapes and sizes. The core size can be changed with
availability of a graphite mold of the desired size, and a furnace big enough to fit it. The
pore size can be also changed by using smaller or larger glass beads as the matrix grains,
and a good estimation of the pore size can determined using NMR or modified Winland
R35 equation (Eq. 4.1). A combination of beads can also be used to get heterogeneity on a
different scale than a vug, and can be used to create low permeability and high permeability
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layers. Furthermore, the glass beads can be chemically modified [77, 187, 216] or beads made
from different material used to alter the wettability of the system.
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Chapter 5: The effect of vuggy porosity on straining
in porous media †
This chapter shows a formation damage experimental study conducted on synthetic homoge-
neous and vuggy cores. Glass beads, used to reduce surface forces, of 1.0 mm are sintered to
form a homogeneous core with a 42% porosity. Vuggy cores are made by adding dissolvable
inclusion (salt) during the sintering process, and dissolving them with core floods afterwards.
The vug diameter is chosen to be ∼100 times the pore diameter.
Finer sized glass beads (25 and 100 microns) are used as the infiltrate. The injected particle
sizes are chosen such that straining is the dominant trapping mechanism during the flow
experiment. Infiltrate particles are injected at different flow configurations in a gravity-
dominated flow, and the resultant porosity, permeability, and effluent volume are measured.
The results can be summarized as: vugs get up to 32% smaller due to flow for infiltrate
while the maximum change in porosity is observed at the bottom end of the core, vug shape
changes to a more smooth and rounded surface, and particles go deeper (8 mm more) into
the formation when vugs are present causing damage deeper inside the formation.
†This chapter is based on the following paper:
Khan, H. J., Prodanović, M., & DiCarlo, D. A. (2019). The Effect of Vuggy Porosity on Straining in
Porous Media. SPE Journal, SPE-194201-PA. https://doi.org/10.2118/194201-PA
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5.1 Introduction
In this study I use homogeneous medium and heterogeneous porous medium with pore
openings on two length scales to study particle straining. Homogeneous glass bead cores
and proxy vuggy carbonate glass bead cores with millimeter-size vugs and matrix grain size
of 1.0 mm (thus matrix pores are approximately 1/5 mm as experimentally determined in
[112]) are fabricated. The ratio of vug size to pore size is 100/1.
Bi-modal glass bead suspension, with matrix grain to injected particle size ratios as 10/1 and
40/1, are injected at six unique combinations of flowrate and injected particle concentration
in the top-down direction. Changes in porosity, permeability, vug size, and deposited particle
fraction caused by the flow experiment are measured. I have used flow rates as high as
60 ml/min and total injection concentrations up to 3% based on work in the literature.
Responses of proxy vuggy carbonate are compared with homogeneous porous media results
presented in Khan [105].
For injected fluid flowing in the top-down direction in the vuggy core, we hypothesize that the
presence of vug would reduce the deposition of solids in the surrounding matrix as the fluid
phase would preferably flow through the vug. Most damage/deposition would be observed
at the bottom of the vug as particles will get trapped when entering the matrix after crossing
the vug.
5.2 Methods
The workflow used for the experiments in shown in Figure 5.1. A core, homogeneous or
vuggy, is fabricated using the procedure outlined in Section 4.3. An initial CT scan of the
core is taken to act as the baseline. Core flooding experiments are conducted during which
permeability and total effluent volume are measured. A final round of CT scans is then
performed. The generated images are processed using image analysis techniques to give
changes in porosity and the vug volume due to infiltrate flow.
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Figure 5.1: Process workflow: Core is fabricated and CT scanned. Core floods are conducted
with real-time measurement of pressure and total effluent volume bfore the core is scanned
again. Image analysis is performed to deduce porosity change and vug volume change due
to injection.
5.2.1 Fabricating the cores
Two core configurations are chosen for these experiments: a homogeneous core with no vug
and a vuggy core with a single vug. The vuggy cores are fabricated using the procedure
outlined in Section 4.3, where salt was wrapped in cheesecloth in a spherical shape to make
a uniform ball prior to sintering. The vug volume is kept constant for all the cores. Figure
5.2 shows a schematic of the core configurations used for this study. Figure 5.3 shows the
initial porosity for vuggy and non-vuggy core determined from CT scans.
Based on previous studies [105, 108, 112], a prominent change in porosity is observed in the
top 25 mm of the core. Small changes in porosity, and in effect particle trapping, is observed
deeper inside the formation. The center of the vug was placed at a depth that allows passage
of suspended particles inside the vug.
5.2.2 Flooding experiments
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.4. Equal volumes of 25 µm and 100 µm glass
bead (fine) suspensions are injected, in the top-down direction, in the core at three total
injection concentrations (0.5%, 1% and 2% v/v) and two flow rates (40 and 60 ml/min),
resulting in six unique flow conditions (Table 6.1) for each core type.
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(a) Schematic (b) Reconstructed from medical CT scan
(Sample diameter = 35.9 mm). The image
has been scaled in the z-direction, where the
resolution is 3 mm compared to 0.25 mm in
the xy-plane.
Figure 5.2: Core configurations fabricated: homogeneous core and vuggy core.




















Figure 5.3: Porosity distribution for vuggy and non-vuggy core.
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For each flow case, the total volume of solids injected is kept constant and equal to the total
pore volume in the core (Vp = φ · Vb ≈ 27ml). PVSI (t) can be defined as the ratio of
total volume of the solid infiltrate injected at time t to the total pore volume. For constant
solid volume injected, the total injection time for a specific injection concentration and flow
rate can be calculated by keeping
∫ tinj
0








PVSI = pore volume occupied by the solid infiltrate [ ]
Vb = core bulk volume [ml]
φ = core total porosity [ ]
q = flow rate [ml/min]
ctotal = total injected particle concentration [% v/v]
t = time [min]
(a) Setup schematic (b) Lab setup
Figure 5.4: Experimental setup for conducting flooding experiments. Pressure is measured
in real-time and cumulative effluent volume is collected.
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α6020 60 2.0 22.50
α4020 40 2.0 33.75
α6010 60 1.0 45.00
α4010 40 1.0 67.50
α6005 60 0.5 90.00
α4005 40 0.5 135.0
The fines suspension, at desired total injected particle concentration, is held in a reservoir
above the core and maintained by operating a stirrer (Figure 5.4a) at 8000 RPM. The 3-way
valve is opened to allow suspension passage to the core. The injection flow rate is controlled
by a peristaltic pump at the outlet of the core. The fluid passes through the core which has
three pressure ports attached to it. These connect to Omega pressure transducers (range
0-7 kPa) that log real-time pressure data (Figure 8.8). Differential pressure measurements
are made across the first/second and second/third pressure taps resulting in the top and
bottom zone permeabilities respectively (Figure 5.4a). The pressure data is a direct measure
of the permeability, and is calculated in the top and bottom zone of the core continuously
over time. The measured pressure data is very noisy and needs to be cleaned prior to cal-
culate permeability. Appendix C highlights the general workflow used to filter and clean the
pressure data.
The total effluent volume is collected and passed twice through a 10 µm filter paper to collect
the fines. The residue is dried in a mid-temperature (∼200 °C) drying oven and weighed.
Material balance calculation is performed on the effluent solid volume and total injected
particle volume to ratify the porosity change determined via CT scans.
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An in-house multiple energy modified medical scanner (Universal Systems HD-350E) is used
to conduct Computed Tomography (CT) scans of the core (Figure 4.3a). The scan parame-
ters used to get a resolution of 200 µm are: 3 second scan time, 3 mm scan thickness, 3 mm
scan index, 200mA current and 100 kV voltage. The scanner is calibrated to give -1000 HU
for air, 25 HU for de-ionized water and 2500 HU for soda-lime glass (Table 4.3).
A simple mixing formula (Eq. 5.2) can be used to determine the change in porosity of the
scan using a baseline measurement. A CT scan is conducted of the water flooded core before
starting the flow experiments (Figure 5.5a) while another scan is conducted after completing
the flow experiment (Figure 5.5b). Flow experiments are conducted outside the CT scanner,
after which the core is lowered in the CT scanner. A baseline is determined from the initial
scan and the deviation from the baseline results in the change in porosity. Since the core is
sintered and fluid used is same for both the cases, any change in CT value can be attributed






Image analysis is performed on the CT images to determine the change in shape and volume
of the vug. Fiji-ImageJ [180] is used as the image analysis tool. The output data is scaled
and stored as an 8-bit image, and then segmented (Figure 5.6) using the Otsu method [160]
with a gray value of 76.
ImageJ-Fiji’s built-in“Find connected region” algorithm is used to identify and isolate the
vug-space. The 3D vug-space is visualized (Figure 5.7a) using ImageJ’s built-in 3D viewer
[181] and the vug volume is computed using a MATLAB routine. The initial and final CT
images show the change in vug-space shape and volume. The process flow chart is shown in
Figure 5.8.
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(a) Before flooding (b) After flooding
Figure 5.5: Vertical cross-section at the same depth (45 mm) before and after flooding exper-
iment (experiment H6020). The change in gray value is attributed to infiltrate deposition.
(Sample diameter = 35.9 mm)
(a) Input image (b) Histogram (c) Segmented image
Figure 5.6: Segmentation process for experiment G4020. (Sample diameter = 35.9 mm)
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(a) 3D vug visualiztion before injec-
tion.
(b) Orthogonal projections after injection. Vug is col-
ored red. (Sample diameter = 35.9 mm)
Figure 5.7: 3D vug views before and after injection.
5.2.4 CMG simulation
A 2D CMG-IMEX [46] simulation was setup to understand the change in streamlines due to
presence of a vug. This simulation is neither modeling the particle deposition process nor
measuring the change in vug volume but is setup to gain basic insight into initial path of
particulates. The problem is simplified to a quasi-2D system and a Cartesian grid (74×131×
1), with a cuboidal vug, based on the cross-section from CT scans is created (Figure 5.9). No
grid refining is used. The reservoir is saturated with single-phase water with pressure greater
than the bubble point pressure. Ratio of vug volume to total bulk volume and position of
vug inside the core is kept consistent the CT scan. Single phase fluid (water) is injected
from the top end and produced from the bottom end at a constant flow rate of 3280 bbl/day
(upscaled from 60 ml/min). The flow rate is calculated by keeping the spatial and temporal
upscaling ratio the same. The vug has a porosity of 99% compared to 41.6% for the matrix
while the permeability of the vug is two orders of magnitude greater than the surrounding
matrix (200 mD). CMG input parameters are presented in Table 5.2.
The effect of particle entrapment can be modeled by reducing the permeability of the vuggy












Figure 5.8: Image analysis workflow to determine the vug volume change, aided by vug
surface visualizations. Both, image analysis flowchart and the vug surface visualizations, are
color coded such that gray is the pre-flood vug, blue is the post-flood vug, and yellow is the
change in vug geometry due to flooding experiment.
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Figure 5.9: CT scan of core (XZ plane) and resultant Cartesian grid used for simulation.
(Sample diameter = 35.9 mm)




Grid size 74 × 131 × 1
Voxel size 1 × 1 × 1 (ft3)
Matrix porosity 0.416
Matrix permeability 200 mD
Vug porosity 0.99
Vug permeability 20000 mD
Fluid Single phase water
Inlet & outlet boundary Constant flow rate
Flow rate 3280 bbl/day
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vug size. We study two scenarios: vug permeability reduces by a factor of 10 and vug size
reduced by three units at the bottom and one unit on all other boundaries. The latter is
based on the relative deposition of particles observed from CT scans. These system are run
after steady-state flow is achieved.
5.3 Results
Two core configurations are tested with six unique flow conditions. The porosity and per-
meability results are arranged for each core configuration.
5.3.1 Effluent particulate volume
The ratio of effluent particle volume to total injected particle volume is plotted in Figure
5.10. Two trends can be generalized for the homogeneous cores: at the higher flow rate,
60 ml/min, the effluent particle volume ratio increases, albiet slightly, with a decrease in
particle concentration while the opposite behavior is observed at the lower flow rate. The
same trend, with more pronounced changes, is observed for the vuggy core.
5.3.2 Porosity
Porosity results are shown in Figure 5.11; results from the first and last scan are ignored
as they are prone to boundary effects. The porosity changes for all experiments are calcu-
lated across complete cross-section of the core, and not just the matrix cross-section. The
homogeneous cores show an exponential decay in the porosity change with depth in the top
part of the core for all the experimental cases. Maximum change in porosity is observed in
the top part of the core with the porosity loss being reduced deeper inside the core. The
average porosity change is measured at 10%. This behavior is expected according to deep










































Figure 5.10: Effluent volume is collected and filtered to isolate the suspended infiltrate. (β
is ten times the total injected particle concentration)





























(a) Hx - homogeneous core






























(b) G0x - vuggy core
Figure 5.11: Porosity change with depth at the end of flow. Same volume of solid infiltrate is
injected in all cases. (Experiments are labeled: the letter is the core type, the first two-digit
number is the flow rate and last two-digit number is ten times the total injected particle
concentration.)
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fluid reaching the deeper depths has a lower concentration of suspended particles and resul-
tantly less particles are deposited in those zones. In the lower part of the core the porosity
change increases as the flow rate increases; with the high flow rate showing less spread in the
porosity change. The porosity change increases sequentially at low flow rate in decreasing
concentration values and at high flow rate in increasing concentrations.
All the cases with the high flow rate have an increasing trend in the lower part of the core,
with respect to the average, as shown in Figure 5.11a (olive line). Experiment H4005 is
keeping about the average value, with a small spread and no consistent trend. One value
shows a large jump in porosity change but we do not think that is evidence enough to
conclude that it has a similar porosity loss to the high flow rate cases.
In contrast, the vuggy cores generally show a steady increase in porosity loss with depth. Two
opposing behaviors in the top zone are observed: high porosity loss (Group A - experiments
G6020, G4010 and G4005), which is quite similar to the homogeneous case but with an
average porosity change at 12%, and low, less than 5%, porosity loss (Group B - experiments
G4020, G6010 and G6005). The flow cases are grouped based on the observed porosity results
and are not known a-priori. Similar cores are used for all the flow cases, and this is discussed
in Section 5.4. In the lower half of the core a similar porosity profile is observed for all the
flow cases except G6010, which shows a very large porosity change (3x larger than the other
flow cases). Group A shows an exponential growth in porosity loss with depth while Group
B show a similar change before the end of vug, reducing after that.
For homogeneous cores, porosity change above the average is observed in the top 8 mm of
the core (Figure 5.11a). On the other hand, vuggy cores show porosity change above the
average at 24 mm for both the observed groups. Considering the unhindered flow of particles
inside the vug, the maximum porosity change in a 12 mm long vug is expected at a depth
of 20 mm. This is 4 mm smaller than the observed value for vuggy cores.
An important point to note: the vug occupies ∼11% of the cross-section area of the slice
across the maximum vug width (Figure 5.6a). Group B shows higher loss in porosity across
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this region, on average double the porosity change for Group A, and on par with the porosity
change in homogeneous cores.
5.3.3 Vug volume change
Two important observations can be made from the vug visualizations before and after injec-
tion (Figure 5.8). The rough features, which are present throughout the surface of the vug,
are first filled by the injected particles and smoothened out. This implies that fluid flows
laterally from the vug to the matrix. Filling of these extrusions is an expected behavior as
these are present at the entrance to the high permeability zone, and flow is expected through
them.
Secondly, we observe significant reduction in porosity in the bottom part of the vug. The fluid
tries to exit the vug at the bottom part and comes in contact with the matrix. The interaction
of injected particles with the matrix at this point is quite similar to what is observed at the
injection face of a homogeneous core, where an external filter cake is developed.
Table 5.3 shows the change in vug volume observed for all the flow conditions when same
amount of infiltrate was injected. Up to 32% decrease in the vug volume is observed during
the flow experiments. CT scan shows maximum volume change in the lower end of the vug
(Figure 5.12b).
When the flowrate is kept constant and concentration changes, contrasting behavior in vug
volume change is observed. The higher flowrate shows a decreasing trend in volume change
with concentration reduction, while a lower flowrate shows an increasing trend with a reduc-
tion in concentration.
At a constant concentration, difference in vug volume change is observed for different flow
rates. At the lowest concentration, low flow rate shows the largest volume change which
is almost double the change at high flow rate. At the middle concentration (1%), the vug
volume change is similar for both the flow rate with the high flow rate showing a slightly
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(a) Before particle injection
(b) After particle injection
Figure 5.12: Infiltrate deposition at different depths in the core for experiment G6020
(column-wise): prior to top of vug, middle of vug, and bottom end of vug. (Core diam-
eter = 35.9 mm)
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larger change. At the highest concentration this difference is more pronounced, with the vug
volume change at the highest flow rate almost 3.5 times the change at low flow rate.
5.3.4 Permeability
Permeability change in time is measured in the top and bottom zones (Section 5.2.2) for
the homogeneous and vuggy cores. Normalized permeability (with reference to initial core
permeability) is plotted against solid infiltrate pore volume (Eq. 5.1) in Figure 5.13. For
each flow case, the total solid volume injected is equal to the pore volume, resulting in∫ tinj
0
PVSI dt = 1. The variations observed above 1 are small and caused by vibration in the
system. They do not add any value to the figure and are thus cropped.
All cases show a decrease in permeability after injection of particles with different rate of
permeability change at different depths. Homogeneous cores show a exponential decay in
the top zone (Figure 5.13a) with a drastic decrease in permeability, up to 40%, at early
times. Total permeability drop in the top zone is greater than 70% for all cases. In contrast,
a smaller drop (up to ∼40%) in permeability is observed in the bottom zone for the same
core (Figure 5.13b) over the complete injection duration. The injected particles are removed
from flow by size exclusion, increasing the resistance to flow. Henceforth smaller concentra-
tion of particles are making it to the bottom and therefore result in a smaller reduction in
permeability.
Contrasting results are observed when a vug is introduced in the system. Lower permeability











] 0.5 1.0 2.0
40 21% 13% 9%
60 11% 17% 32%
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Figure 5.13: Permeability change in time: first row shows the permeability profile in top
and bottom zone for homogeneous core while second row shows the same for vuggy core;
first column shows permeability profile in top zones for homogeneous and vuggy cores while
second column shows the same in the bottom zone. (Experiments are labeled: the letter is
the core type, the first two-digit number is the flow rate and last two-digit number is ten
times the total injected particle concentration.)
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losses are generally observed in the top zone (Figure 5.13c), down to 20% (from 70% for
homogeneous core) while more pronounced damage is seen in the lower regions (Figure
5.13d). The normalized permeability reaches values as low as 0.15 with an average end-time
normalized permeability of 0.25. Less particles are trapped in the upper region and more
particles go deeper in the vuggy core. This behavior is consistent with the behavior observed
in the porosity profiles for Group A and Group B.
Two flow conditions that behave anomalously are part of Group A. G6020 (q = 60 cc/min and
total injected particle concentration = 2%) has a larger permeability loss in the top region
and lower in the bottom region. The permeability profile is very similar to one generated for
a homogeneous core with the same flow conditions. G4010 (q = 40 cc/min and total injected
particle concentration = 1%) has a higher permeability loss in the top region as well, but
a spike in permeability value is observed in the middle of the experiment (Figure 5.13c 2○).
The spike recovers the permeability to the virgin permeability temporarily, and it quickly
falls back to the previous level (Figure 5.13c 3○). A similar spike is also observed in G4020
in the bottom zone, but the permeability is not anomalous. This phenomenon, and a reason
for its occurrence, is discussed later in the discussion section.
All cores (different flow condition, core configuration and zonal locations) show fluctuations
in permeability (olive highlights in Figure 5.13) around their main trend line. These fluc-
tuations have been seen before as intermittent blockages [27, 98, 105], which cause pressure
buildups that are then aperiodically released. The process is repeated in the deeper region
of the core as evidenced by the pressure profile (Figure 5.13d).
5.3.5 Streamline simulation
This simulation is setup to gain insight into the change in fluid pathways caused by particle
deposition in and around the vug. Particle flow is not modeled, rather vug properties are
changed to simulate particle deposition. Steady-state flow is developed in the simulation
grid with the reservoir properties shown in Table 5.2. Streamlines are generated and plotted
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(a) Initial (b) Steady state
(c) kvug reduced by factor of 10. (d) Vug reduced by three units at the bottom
and one unit at the other boundaries
Figure 5.14: Streamline simulation with CMG: (a) Simulation grid (blue) has a permeability
of 200 mD while the vug’s (red) permeability is hundred-fold greater.; (b) Convergent flow
in vug at steady state. Channelization reduces with time and flow across vug is observed;
(c) Reduction of permeability heterogeneity improves flow around vug; (d) Bending of the
streamline is reduced as vug fills up along the top, sides and bottom.
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(a) Steady state
(b) kvug reduced by factor of 10.
(c) Vug reduced by three units at the bottom and one unit at the other boundaries
Figure 5.15: Velocity map in x-direction (left) and y-direction (right). The black box is the
location of the vug, which is constant for the first two cases and reduces for the last case.
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over the core in Figure 5.14a. The vug, which has a hundred fold greater permeability (20
D), is denoted in red while the matrix (200 mD) is colored as blue. The streamlines are
shown in white.
At steady-state with native reservoir properties (i.e. before any permeability changes caused
by particle injection), the vug causes the streamlines to converge; specifically the vug takes up
only 35% of cross-sectional area but 58% of the streamlines pass through it. The convergence
factor, defined as the number of streamlines entering the vug per unit length, here initially
is 0.58/0.35 = 1.69. Of the streamlines that enter the vug, 86% come through the top face
(Figure 5.14b).
Figure 5.15 shows the x - (left) and y-velocity maps (right). For the steady-state condition,
the x -velocity map has two distinct features: a change in velocity at the edges of the vug
and no disturbance in field in the center of the top face of the vug. Similarly, two distinct
features that can be observed for the y-velocity map are: an increase in velocity on the inside
of the side-wall of the vug and a reduction in velocity on the outside of the side-wall the vug.
If vug permeability is reduced to simulate particle deposition, we observe a reduction in the
streamlines entering the vug (Figure 5.14c). 53% of the streamlines now enter the vug, with
a convergence factor of 1.52. The disturbance in x -velocity field near the edges of the vug
is reduced and the y-velocity slowdown on the outside of the side-wall of the vug is also
reduced (Figure 5.15b). Similarly, reducing the size of the vug (volume reduced by 34%),
further diminishes the disturbance in x - and y-velocity field (Figure 5.15c). The convergence
factor reduces to 1.48 with 48% of streamlines passing through the vug (Figure 5.14d).
5.4 Discussion
Integrating the porosity, permeability, vug changes, and simulation, we observe the following
differences between vuggy and non-vuggy media:
1. Deeper penetration of particles in presence of vugs;
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(a) Vuggy core - Group A




















(b) Vuggy core - Group B
Figure 5.16: Connected porosity before injection.
2. More damage in matrix around vug;
3. Contrasting flow behavior (Group A and Group B) in the presence of a vug.
It is very likely that these results are coupled. We start the discussion on the deeper pene-
tration of particles in the vuggy media.
In terms of penetration, a single vug of size d located in the radial center of the core should
allow particles to penetrate a distance of d deeper into the media. In this test we observe
maximum particle deposition at 24 mm in the presence of a 12 mm vug, 4 mm greater than
the maximum deposition at 8 mm observed in the no vug case. Thus for a single vug located
at the radial center of the core, the effect of the vug is greater than expected. Less particle
deposition in the top zone results in deeper penetration of particles, which results in less
permeability change compared to the homogeneous cores. The deeper deposited particle
reduces the porosity (and permeability) of the lower zone.
In addition to the greater depth of deposition, we observe more deposition in the matrix
around the vug (12% porosity change for vuggy core compared to 10% in homogeneous
cores). We look for a reason for these two effects from our understanding of flow patterns
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with and without a vug. With a vug, in the top part of the core, flow is uniform across the
cross-section and particles are deposited evenly, like in the homogeneous core. As the vug is
approached, the permeability contrast between matrix and vug bends the streamlines and
directs flow towards the vug. This behavior is observed in the simulation results (Figures
5.14 and 5.15). The bending of the streamline increases the length and complexity of the
flow path. Since particles have a different momentum than the fluid, the bending streamlines
may cause more interaction between grains and particles resulting in more deposition. We
believe there is a positive feedback from the already deposited particles as they reduce the
permeability of the matrix and further enhance the permeability contrast.
For item 3, we observe contrasting behavior in porosity and permeability change in the
presence of a vug. Group A shows porosity and permeability profiles similar to those observed
for homogeneous core while Group B shows a difference. All the cores have been prepared
using the same procedure and have the same initial average porosity. The initial porosity
profiles for all the vuggy cores are plotted in Figure 5.16. All the experiments for the
homogeneous cores, and some for the vuggy cores have been repeated, with similar results.
Based on the current work we do not have enough data to deduce the cause of this large
variation in deposition, but we observe that it only happens in the vuggy media. We speculate
that a difference in bead packing, the range of sizes of injected glass beads, and/or the
boundary effects play an important role in this disparity. The experiments should be repeated
in wider/longer cores as well as bead sizes that are scaled by a factor close to 1 (say, 0.8 to
1.2) compared to the current size.
For both vuggy and non-vuggy media, temporal fluctuations in permeability are observed.
For two flow cases in vuggy cores (G4020 in the top zone and G4010 in the bottom zone),
we observe a drastic increase in permeability such that the permeability is recovered to its
initial value. We believe that these are different than those discussed in Section 5.3.4 due the
significant difference in magnitude and are not caused by experimental error as they occur
over a long time duration. A theory is proposed that explains this behavior: as described
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above, the high permeability contrast between the matrix and vug redirects the fluid to the
vug. There is a preferential flow pathway that has a significantly high permeability and
most of the fluid is carried via this pathway. As particles interact with the matrix, some of
them are deposited. The initial preferential pathway is the first to be plugged, which results
in the drastic decrease in permeability at early times. This increases the streamline length
and complexity as fluid finds the next best path. For most flow conditions and/or pore
distribution, this pathway is plugged such that the localized surge in pressure cannot clear
it as there are less resistant pathways available in the matrix (Figure 5.13c 1○). For some
cases (G4010 and G4005), this pathway is cleared by the localized surge in pressure as no
alternate route is available. Resultantly the permeability recovers to the initial value (Figure
5.13c 2○) until is blocked again and we see a drastic fall in permeability (Figure 5.13c 3○).
This fall is quicker than the initial decline as the alternate pathways have high resistance to
flow compared to the alternate pathways available at initial time.
The flow rate does not seem to have an effect on the change in porosity in the top zone of the
homogeneous core, though a change is observed in the permeability in this zone. A higher
flow rate (and lower injected particle concentration) result in more damage. In contrast, the
bottom zone has more spread in the porosity change. On average, the high flow rate results
in twice the porosity change observed for low flow rate. Permeability shows a change with
flow rate (except H4010), with a faster flow rate resulting in less change in permeability.
This change is not as pronounced as with porosity; the low flow results in 1.5 times the
permeability at high flow rate. The vuggy core does not show this behavior. The upper
zone has two distinct behaviors’ (resulting in the group classification), but they are not
influenced by flow rate only. The bottom zone in the vuggy core shows less spread (except
G6010) compared to homogeneous cores.
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5.5 Conclusions
Three hypotheses were proposed at the start of the study: (1) the presence of vug would
reduce the deposition of solids in the surrounding matrix, (2) the fluid phase would preferably
flow through the vug, and (3) most damage/deposition would be observed at the bottom of
the vug.
Our findings contradict the first hypothesis. At the depths across the vug, the average
porosity change for all the vuggy cores is greater than the average porosity change for the
non-vuggy cores. This is further enhanced if only the matrix area (∼ 89% of total cross-
section) is considered. Further, the simulation study run to explain analyze this shows
streamlines converging towards the vug. The permeability ratio plays an important part in
this convergence as it controls the deviation of the streamlines. Reducing the permeability
ratio (which can be achieved by reducing the vug size) reduces the deviation of the stream-
lines, and thus the range/distance of influence of the vug. For three vug/matrix permeability
ratios considered, the flow preferably flows through the vug. Thus the second hypothesis is
valid (actually is somewhat obvious) and is consistent with our first finding.
CT scan results show particulate accumulation in the lower end of the vug. Though max-
imum porosity in the vug region for all the flow cases is not always the deepest one due
to averaging across the core depth and irregular shape of the vug, only one case shows a
decreasing trend in porosity change in the vug region. The third hypothesis is thus true. In
addition, we find that the presence of the vug enhances the depth of penetration and that
the vug roughness is smoothed out by particle deposition. Note that the vug roughness is
on the order of matrix grain size, and any particles of size small enough to penetrate the
matrix are expected to fill in vug roughness, thus smoothing it out.
Finally, in terms of broader implications for particle transport into vuggy carbonates, the
presence of pore bodies on multiple length scales changes the particle entrapment mechanics.
Real-world injection fluid has suspended particles (from colloidal size to few millimeters in
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diameter) that can plug up the formation and/or the vug system while the pore size to vug
size ratio in carbonates can vary over multiple orders of magnitude, and it matters whether
we have a connected vug system or not. This study is a starting point, based on a single
spherical vug located in the top half of the core. We cannot claim that the conclusions
drawn from the results here hold for another system, with variation(s) in vug geometry,
vug number, location, surface roughness, and/or vug size. But this study suggests and it is
highly likely that all these parameters will affect the porosity and permeability, with deeper
penetration of particles.
Note: All data generated in this work can be found at Khan et al. [109].
Nomenclature
ctotal = total injected particle concentration, v/v %
CT = computed tomography
G = vuggy core
H = homogeneous non-vuggy core
HU = Hounsfield units
PVSI = pore volume occupied by the solid infiltrate, dimensionless time
q = flow rate. ml/min
t = time, min
tinj = injection time, min
Vb = core bulk volume, ml
α = core type
φ = core total porosity, dimensionless
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Chapter 6: The effect of vug porosity and vug
distribution on particle straining in
permeable media †
This chapter shows an experimental formation damage study conducted on multiple spatial
distribution of two vugs in a proxy core. Glass beads, used to reduce surface forces, of 1.0
mm are sintered to form a homogeneous core with a 42% porosity. Vuggy cores are made by
adding dissolvable inclusion (salt) in series and parallel configuration with flow during the
sintering process, and dissolving them with core floods afterwards. The total vug volume
(sum of the two vugs) is chosen to be similar to the vug volume in Chapter 5:.
Finer sized glass beads (25 and 100 microns) are used as the infiltrate. The injected particle
sizes are chosen such that straining is the dominant trapping mechanism during the flow
experiment. Infiltrate particles are injected at different flow configurations in a gravity-
dominated flow, and the resultant porosity, permeability, and effluent volume are measured.
The results can be summarized as: vugs that are parallel to the flow direction behave
independently with retention profiles similar to single vugs of the same volume [114], vugs
in series have different retention profiles in each vug and injected particles penetrate deeper
in the series vug configuration. We perform flow simulations for both configurations and
†This chapter is based on the following paper:
Khan, H.J., DiCarlo, D.A., & Prodanović, M. (2019). The Effect of Vug Distribution on Particle Straining
in Permeable Media. Journal of Hydrology. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jhydrol.2019.124306
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find the experimentally observed particle deposition is consistent with changes in the flow
streamlines. In particular, retention is enhanced where streamlines converge, which in turns
alters the vug size and straining potential of the porous medium over time.
6.1 Introduction
Straining of particulates in porous and permeable media is of fundamental importance to
many branches of science: it changes the storativity of water aquifers over time [122], it
changes the surface pressures required to pump fluids insubsurface disposal wells [103, 201],
and it evolves the filtration efficiency in a car air filter [61].
Many fresh water aquifers around the world are in karst rocks [70, 136, 215]. For instance
the Edwards aquifer in south-central Texas, composed of a heterogeneous limestone group
inter-bedded with sand/gravel sediments [133], supplies water for about two million people in
the cities of Austin and San Antonio. It is a karstic limestone with multiple layers of highly
heterogeneous porous rocks formed by leaching of evaporitic and reefal deposits creating
pre-dominantly small inter-particle, intra-particle, and inter-crystalline pores [68, 133, 134].
The limestone rock matrix is reactive to the groundwater and releases sediments which are
transported within the aquifer [135]. Furthermore rapid transportation of groundwater,
with little time for subsurface filtration of particulates, occurs through the karstic features
[159, 185] and introduces surface solids into the aquifer. These solid sediments can get
trapped and jam the flow pathways present in the rock [97], thereby reducing the inherent
permeability of the rock. This reduction of the rock permeability is also called formation
damage [42] and can reduce the flow capabilities of the aquifer over time.
Formation damage caused by fines movement has been studied extensively [80, 85, 87, 112,
138, 145], with focus on particle straining (by the process of size exclusion) and surface
deposition. Herzig et al. [87] suggests straining is the dominant mechanism when infiltrate
particle diameter is greater than 30 µm. Surface deposition is more prominent for smaller-
sized infiltrate (smaller injected particle to medium grain ratio) as surface forces such as
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electrostatic and van der Waals forces become significant (Figure 6.1).

























(a) van der Waals force (vdW), electric double layer (EDL) force, and the sum of the
two forces plotted against the distance between infiltrate particle and grain surface
for dp = 25 µm.















Fin @ 40 ml/min
Fin @ 60 ml/min
Fg
(b) Comparison of inertial Fin and gravity forces Fg.
Figure 6.1: For the particle sizes and flow rates used in this paper, the inertial and grav-
itational forces are significantly larger than the surface forces. Thus gravitational-driven
particle straining should dominate over surface deposition.
Numerous studies [10, 21, 23, 80, 87, 147] have measured the filtration processes in ho-
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mogeneous sandstone media, while not much attention has been afforded to carbonates.
Carbonates are complex rocks with a wide range of porosity, and pore size distribution
[6, 72, 149, 172]. Vugs (pore openings on a larger length scale) are a prominent feature
in carbonates and contribute significantly to the local porosity of the rock, however per-
meability strongly depends on vug connectivity. A high contrast exists between the two
length scales, i.e. the size of the vug and the pore size, which results in a heterogeneous
flow [13, 217] making it difficult to discern the particle retention patterns in a vuggy porous
medium.
A previous study [114] looked at vug changes and changes in matrix deposition for a single
vug. It showed that the injected particles partially fill up the vug and are deposited in the
matrix surrounding the vug. The particles penetrate deeper inside the porous medium and
a higher particle deposition (higher porosity loss) is observed in the vug surroundings. The
question that arises next is how would the particle deposition patterns vary, in the vug and
in the matrix, when we have more than one vug?
Here, we study the effects of multiple vugs on particle deposition. The simplest spatial
distributions possible for two vugs in a porous medium are: two vugs in parallel or two vugs
in series relative to the direction of fluid flow. We synthesize glass bead (1.0 mm) cores with
the desired porosity and vug structures, and inject smaller-sized glass beads (25 and 100 µm)
at different flow rates (40 and 60 ml/min) and total injected particle concentrations (0.5%,
1%, and 2%). We measure the continuous pressure drop, and therefore the permeability
change, along the core and collect the effluent fluid. We scan the pre-flood and post-flood
core in a computed tomography scanner (∼250 µm) to get an estimate of the porosity change
and the particle deposition patterns in the matrix and vugs. The aim of this study is to
identify the influence of vug-vug interaction and the vug spatial distribution on the particle
deposition patterns in the vug and the surrounding matrix.
We measure the continuous pressure drop, and therefore the permeability change, along the
core and collect the effluent fluid. We scan the pre-flood and post-flood core in a computed
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tomography scanner (∼250 µm resolution) to get an estimate of the porosity change and the
particle deposition patterns in the matrix and vugs. The aim of this study is to identify the
influence of vug-vug interaction and the vug spatial distribution on the particle deposition
patterns in the vug and the surrounding matrix.
This work has not focused on creating a mathematical model. lOver the three years that
we have studied this problem, a simple mathematical model has not proven to be feasible
[107, 112, 211, 212]. Multiscale modeling approaches have been tried [112] with limited
success. Based on the previous work done on modeling particulate flow in homogeneous
porous media [144, 145], we know that a more detailed numerical model in vuggy media
is computationally demanding and the extent of the work is thus beyond the scope of this
paper.
We find that a vugs in series affect the particle deposition patterns in the other vug, with
variations in porosity profile observed. The vugs in parallel, i.e. vugs at the same depth
inside the porous medium, have no discernible impact on the particle retention behavior of
each other. Similar deposition pattern, and therefore porosity profile, is observed in either
vug implying that the separation between the vugs is larger than their area of influence.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Experimental methods
Vugs are created in sintered glass bead packs (1.0 mm diameter) by adding dissolvable salt
inclusions wrapped in cheesecloth to a 1.0 mm glass bead mixture placed in a graphite
mould (35.9 mm ID × 77.7 mm depth) and sintering in a muffle furnace at 725 °C in the
presence of air. Flooding the core after cooling clears any cheesecloth residue left behind
from the combustion process and dissolves the salt creating 12 mm diameter spherical vugs.
Alternatively, the vugs can be created by the method prescribed in Khan et al. [113].
Two new vuggy core configurations are created (Figure 6.2) with the same total vug volume:
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Figure 6.2: Fabricated core configuration schematic: two vugs in parallel (VP) and two vugs
in series (VS). The total vug volume is constant for all the cases.
two equal-sized vugs in series and two equal-sized vugs in parallel relative to the direction
of flow (Figure 6.3). The two vugs in the parallel configuration are arbitrarily named vug
1 and vug 2 while the two vugs in series are named upper and lower vug, based on their
spatial location. The depth of the vugs is chosen such that the geometric center of the two
vug system is the same. To simplify the reference to these vuggy core configuration, from
here on we will be referring to these as the series and parallel configuration respectively.
The cores act as proxy rock for core flood experiments: equal volumes of 25 µm and 100 µm
glass bead (fine) suspensions are injected, in the top-down direction, in the core at three total
injection concentrations (0.5%, 1%, and 2% v/v) and two flow rates (40 and 60 ml/min),
resulting in six unique flow conditions (Table 6.1) for each core type.
The total volume of injected particles is kept constant for all experiments and is equal to
the pore volume of a homogeneous core (' 27cm3). PVSI (t) can be defined as the ratio of
total volume of the solid infiltrates injected at time t to the total pore volume. The total
injection time for a specific injection concentration and flow rate, for constant solid volume
injected, can be calculated by keeping
∫ tinj
0







where PVSI = pore volume occupied by the solid infiltrate [frac]; Vb = core bulk volume
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Figure 6.3: Initial porosity for the generated cores: VP and VS. Vugs in series show two
protrusions above than the average porosity while vugs in parallel results in one protrusion
above the average porosity.
[cm3]; φ = total core porosity [frac]; q = fluid flow rate [cm3/min]; t = time [minutes]; ctotal
= total injected particle concentration [vol %].
Four parameters are measured for each experiment:
1. Vug volume reduction – The vugs are extraced from the CT images (8-bit) by the
sequential application of filters, segmentation, and Fiji-ImageJ’s [127] built-in find
connected regions algorithm with 26-connectivity. The images is segmented using
the Otsu method, with the threshold gray value set at 76. The difference between the
pre-flood and post-flood CT stack results in the vug volume change caused by particle
deposition and the 3D reconstruction of the difference gives a qualitative description
of the spatial deposition of particle with respect to the vug.
2. Porosity change – Pre- and post-flood porosity of each core is measured using an in-
house multiple energy modified medical computed tomography (CT) scanner (Universal
Systems HD-350E) at a resolution of 250 microns. The difference in the gray values
between the two sets of images gives the change in porosity (Eq. 6.2) caused by particle
deposition during the experiment.
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Γ6020 60 2.0 22.50
Γ4020 40 2.0 33.75
Γ6010 60 1.0 45.00
Γ4010 40 1.0 67.50
Γ6005 60 0.5 90.00
Γ4005 40 0.5 135.0





3. Permeability change over time – Three pressure taps (inlet, middle, and outlet) are
connected to the core and continuously log differential pressure measurements in the
top (inlet and middle) and bottom (middle and outlet) part of the core. The continuous
pressure trace is converted to a continuous permeability trace using Darcy’s law.
4. Total particle effluent – The total effluent volume is collected, filtered twice using a
10-µm filter paper, dried, and weighed. The solid mass in the total effluent gives a
measure of the ratio of injected particles deposited in the porous medium. A material
balance calculation is performed on the total injected particles and porosity change to
ratify the total effluent particle collected.
The experimental workflow, setup schematics, and detailed procedure is outlined in Khan
et al. [114]. In brief, the core is first fabricated with the desired vug configuration and












(b) Histogram (c) Segmented image
Figure 6.4: Cross-section across the vug for VP4010 after injection, the calculated histogram,
and the segmented image. The difference in matrix and vug space is quite large, making it
easy to segment.
(a) Multiple cross-sectional slices
through the core (VS6005); black
represents the void space with
lighter shades representing the de-
gree of retention
(b) Vug visualization for VP4010 with the filled up
region marked in yellow
Figure 6.5: 3D visualization of the core and the vug.
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medical CT scanner at a resolution of 250 µm. Different concentrations of 25 and 100 µm
glass bead suspension are injected in the fabricated core at different fluid flow rates in the
top-down direction. The effluent is collected and the filtered twice to remove and isolate the
suspended particles. Continuous pressure recordings are acquired during the injection phase
in the three equidistant pressure transducers to give a continuous permeability trace. A post-
flood CT scan of the fabricated core is acquired; combination of this with the pre-flood scan
results in the porosity reduction and the vug volume change. The complete experimental
process is outlined in Figure 6.7.
6.2.2 CMG simulation
A 2D CMG-IMEX [46] simulation is set up to understand the change in streamlines caused by
the spatial distribution of vugs. This simulation is neither modeling the particle-deposition
process nor measuring the change in the vug volume, but it is set up to gain an insight
into streamlines taken by the injected particles, by solving the Darcy’s law equation for the
vug-matrix system. The difference between flow in matrix and in vug is not only the domain
size, but also the dimension. Flow in matrix can be assumed as 1D, but flow in vug is
3D in nature (in particular cases, it can be simplified to 2D). Sophisticated models, such
as the Brinkman equation (Darcy’s law in the matrix and Stokes equation in the vug), are
required to model the flow in vug-matrix system and would be an appropriate approxima-
tion to resolve the flow inside the vug in more detail, however it is more computationally
involved, and we are assessing the first order approximation of the problem [99, 152] and
more interested in the interactions happening at the vug/matrix interface rather than inside
the vug. Both approaches hold the same assumptions on the flow (small Reynolds number)
but have different level of detail in the vugs vs. matrix. The problem is simplified to a
quasi-2D system using a Cartesian grid (74 × 131 × 1) with two cuboidal vugs (combined
vug volume equal to the single vug volume in Khan et al. [114]). No grid refining is used.
The reservoir is saturated with single-phase water with pressure greater than the bubble
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Figure 6.6: Experimental setup: The fabricated core is wrapped in a heat shrink tubing
with three equi-distant pressure ports and connected to the fluid reservoir at the top and
the peristaltic pump below. 25 and 100 µ glass beads are kept in suspension by a stirrer
operating at 7000 rpm in the fluid reservoir. The 3-way valve between the fluid reservoir
and the core is opened; the glass bead suspension flows in the vuggy core in the top-down
direction with the flow rate controlled by the peristaltic pump at the bottom. Continuous
pressure measurements are recorded by the pressure transducers connected to the three
pressure ports along the core length.
Core sintering CT scan Injection CT scan Post-processing
K, effluent particle volume
φ, vug volume change
Figure 6.7: Process workflow: Glass bead core is sintered and CT scanned. Core floods are
conducted with real-time measurement of pressure and total effluent volume before the core
is scanned again. Porosity change and vug volume change due to injection are determined
during the post-processing.
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point pressure. Single phase fluid (water) is injected from the top end and produced from
the bottom end at a constant flow rate of 3280 bbl/day (upscaled from 60 ml/min). The
flow rate is calculated by keeping the spatial and temporal upscaling ratio the same. The
vug has a porosity of 99% compared to 41.6% for the matrix while the permeability of the
vug is two orders of magnitude greater than the surrounding matrix (200 mD). Since the
vug size is one order of magnitude larger than the pore size and the permeability scales as
a square with the pore size, the vug permeability is chosen to be two order of magnitude
larger (20000 mD) than the matrix permeability. CMG input parameters are presented in
Table 6.2.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Vug volume change
Previous measurements of a single vug [114] in porous medium showed that the outer surface
of the vug was first filled with particles smoothing the vug surface, therefore a large damage
was observed in the middle cross-section of the vug. The maximum damage was observed at
the bottom end of the vug. For multiple vug configurations, the vug volume change due to
particle entrapment for each vug at different flow conditions is presented in Table 6.3. Vug 1
and vug 2 in the parallel configuration are named arbitrarily as both the vugs are of a similar
shape and size, and are placed at the same depth inside the core. For a steady state system
with a uniform influx of particles, the two parallel vugs expectedly show a similar loss in
vug volume and a similar deposition profile (Figure 6.8) for each flow condition. Upper and
lower vug in the series are named according to their spatial locations inside the core.
A complete or partial (>50%) fill-up of vugs is observed in two instances (Figure 6.9), both
of them in the series configuration. The lower vug in VS4020 is completely filled up while
the upper vug in VS6010 is partially filled. For the partially filled vug, we observe that the
sides of the vug in a cross-section are filled up and a fluid pathway is present through the
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Grid size 74 × 131 × 1
Voxel size 1 × 1 × 1 (ft3)
Vug size [18 × 10 × 1] × 2
Matrix porosity 0.416
Matrix permeability 200 mD
Vug porosity 0.99
Vug permeability 20,000 mD
Fluid Single phase water
Inlet & outlet boundary Constant flow rate
Flow rate 3280 bbl/day
Experiment
SERIES PARALLEL
Upper Lower Vug 1 Vug 2
Γ4005 17.25 14.08 13.67 14.84
Γ4010 22.08 18.40 5.42 14.62
Γ4020 29.67 99.96 35.39 37.20
Γ6005 18.54 19.67 14.68 7.80
Γ6010 79.76 13.18 10.93 13.94
Γ6020 17.24 21.13 19.93 12.61
Table 6.3: Percentage change in vug volume for different vug configuration and flow condi-
tions.
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center of the vug.
For the series configuration, the spatial location of maximum damage is not the same in the
upper and lower vug. The upper vug generally has a maximum volume loss in the middle
of the vug while the lower vug generally has a maximum loss at the top of the vug. This is
an interesting observation which tells us about the difference in streamlines, and therefore
the particle movement, observed by each vug. The flow carrying the injected particles enters
the upper vug from all sides and losses the particles at the vug-matrix interface. The flow
then channels from the upper vug to the lower vug, and the particles are deposited at the
top part (matrix between the two vugs) of the lower vug.
For the parallel configuration, the maximum vug volume change is observed in the middle
cross-section of the vug (Figure 6.8), which is inline with the results observed for a single
vug. This implies that the injected particles, and therefore the streamlines, are entering the
vug from all the sides and not only from the top. The middle slice through the spherical vug
has the largest perimeter and would therefore have a higher deposition of particles, resulting
in maximum damage.
For either vug configuration at 0.5% and 1% total injected particle concentration, the higher
flowrate has a larger vug volume loss than IN the corresponding vug at the lower flowrate,
and the opposite is observed for the 2% total injected particle concentration, where the lower
flowrate has a higher vug volume loss.
6.3.2 Porosity
Porosity results, calculated across the cross-section, are presented in Figure 6.10; the first
and last scans are ignored as they are prone to boundary errors. The porosity change can be
defined into three zones: (i) above the top of the upper vug; (ii)top of the upper vug to the
bottom of the lower vug; and (iii) below the bottom of the lower vug. Generally, a higher
















































Vug 1 Vug 2 Upper vug Lower vug Spherical vug
Figure 6.8: Vug area change profile along the depth of the vugs in the two configurations
(Γ): parallel (vug 1 and vug 2) and series (upper and lower vug), and the theoretical area of
a similar sized spherical vug. The vug area change is calculated by taking the slice-by-slice
difference between the post-flood and pre-flood vug derived from CT images.
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(a) Complete vug fill-up in
the lower vug at a depth of 3
mm inside the vug – VS4020
(b) Partial vug fill-up in the
upper vug at a depth of 8
mm inside the vug– VS6010
Figure 6.9: Partial and complete fill-up of the vug in series configuration with the initial
pre-flood edge of the vug highlighted in blue.
particles have deposited in the porous media for the series configuration.
For series configuration (Figure 6.10a), the first zone has an average porosity change of 10%,
and is a function of the total injected particle concentration. The lowest concentration has
the lowest change, while the highest concentration has the middle change. A similar behavior
is observed in the second zone, with the highest porosity reduction observed in the middle of
the vugs, as evident from the vug volume change as well (Figure 6.8). At each concentration,
the higher flowrate results in more porosity loss. The third zone does not depend on the
flow rate, with the lowest average porosity change of ∼8%. An anomaly is observed for the
experiment VS4010, which shows a consistently high porosity drop (∼16%) at all depths.
For parallel configuration (Figure 6.10b), the first zone is thicker than the series configuration
as the vugs are placed deeper inside the formation. It shows a lower porosity loss compared
to the series configuration, with little variation, and shows no dependency on flow conditions.
This can be explained a larger cross-sectional area of the vug in the case of parallel config-
uration, resulting in a higher flow deviation caused by the vugs. Experiment VP4020 acts
as the anomaly, with a large porosity loss (∼10%) that increases with depth. The second
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zone shows a higher porosity loss at the top, with the porosity loss reducing as we go deeper.
Again, no flow dependency is evident in the porosity loss, even though the spread is higher
compared to the same zone in the series configuration (Figure 6.10a). Porosity loss in the
third zone shows a dependency on the flow conditions and depth. The highest total injection
concentration results in the lowest change in porosity (∼0%) which reduces with depth, the
middle concentration results in the highest porosity loss (∼7%) which remains uniform with
depth, while the lowest concentration results in the middle porosity drop (∼4%) which in-
creases with depth. An anomaly is observed for the experiment VP4020, where the porosity
drop at the near injection face is the highest at ∼10%, and remains higher than any of the
others until it crosses the middle of the vugs.
6.3.3 Permeability
Temporal changes in pressure are measured in the top- and bottom-zones for the series and
parallel configuration, converted to permeability, and normalized with reference to the initial
core permeability. For each flow case, the total solid volume injected is equal to the pore
volume of a clean homogeneous core (Eq. 6.1), resulting in
∫ tinj
0
PVSI dt = 1. Normalized
permeability for each experiment is plotted against the solid-infiltrate pore volume (PVSI) for
the top- and bottom-zones in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 respectively. The top-zone permeability
is plotted on a logarithmic scale due to the large variations in permeability. Generally, a
decrease in permeability over time is observed for all the experiments. An initial large drop
in permeability is observed in the top-zone, whereas a delayed permeability drop response
is observed in the bottom-zone. For each individual experiment, the top-zone permeability
drop is larger than the bottom-zone permeability drop.
The top-zone permeability versus time in the series configuration is plotted in Figure 6.11a.
The permeability profile can be divided into two sections: (i) a high gradient (with time)
permeability drop at initial time; and (ii) a gentler constant gradient (in the logarithmic
scale) at later times. The point of inflection in the permeability profile is observed at two
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(a) VSx - Vugs in series






























(b) VPx - Vugs in parallel
Figure 6.10: Porosity change with depth at the end of flow. Same volume of solid infiltrate
is injected in all cases.
(Experiments are labeled as: the letters denote the vug configuration, the first two-digit
number is the flow rate, and last two-digit number is ten times the total injected particle
concentration.)
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different time values: short-duration (0.04 PVSI) with 50% permeability loss and long-
duration (0.1 PVSI) with 85% permeability loss. The short-duration inflection point is
present for the 0.5% and 1% injected particle concentration while the long-duration inflection
point is observed for highest injected particle concentrations (2.0%). The same rate of
permeability decline is observed for all the short-duration cases and experiment VS6020.
Experiment VS4020 is the anomaly in this case, and shows a lower rate of permeability
decline. The maximum damage by the end of injection, i.e. permeability loss, is observed at
the highest concentration and highest flow rate.
The same zones in the parallel configuration yields different permeability profiles (Figure
6.11b). Two general trends are observed: (i) constant gradient decline for the low flow
rates (40 ml/min); and (ii) an initial high gradient decline followed by a gentler gradient
decline for the high flow rate (60 ml/min). The first trend shows a lower damage by the
end of injection, upto a maximum of 75% permeability loss for experiment VP4020, with
damage increasing with the total injected particle concentration. The second trend shows
the opposite behavior, with generally a higher permeability loss which is inversely related to
the total injected particle concentrations. The maximum damage, 95% permeability loss, is
observed for the experiment VP6005.
A delayed response in the permeability loss in the bottom-zone is observed in both the core
configurations (Figure 6.12). Two possibilities for this happening are:
1. The larger-sized injected particles are deposited in the top-zone, and possibly on the
outer surface forming an external filter cake, and block all the subsequent particles
from getting to the bottom-zone. After a certain thickness of the external filter cake
is generated, the fluid finds it difficult to get to the porous media and thereby creates
wormholes in the external filter cake, which allow the passage of the fluid and suspended
particles into the bottom-zone.
2. The initial suspension mixture contains the large particles only which cannot get to
the bottom-zone. The subsequent suspension mixture contains a combination of the
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Figure 6.11: Normalized permeability change against the solid-infiltrate pore volume in the
top-zone of the cores. (Experiments are labeled as: the letters denote the vug configuration,
the first two-digit number is the flow rate, and last two-digit number is ten times the total
injected particle concentration.)
two particle sizes, from which the smaller-sized particles get to the bottom-zone.
We believe the first possibility is more likely based on our observation of the suspension
mixture having both the particle sizes from the very start and presence of small external
filter cake for some experiments.
The bottom-zone permeability versus time in the series configuration is plotted in Figure
6.12a. A parabolic decline is observed for all the experiments; little variations are observed
in the starting point for the 0.5% and 1% total injection concentration, which is less than
the starting point for the 2% total injection concentration. All the experiments result in
∼40-50% loss in permeability by end of injection.
The bottom-zone versus time for the parallel configuration yields almost no change in per-
meability for most cases, with the highest change being 20% for experiment VP6010 (Figure
6.12b). This is expected from the low changes in porosity (Figure 6.10b) observed in the
bottom-zone. A point to note here is that this zone is devoid of the vug, unlike the three
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zones mentioned before (top- and bottom-zone in the series configuration and the top-zone
in the parallel configuration), as evidenced from the initial core porosity profile (Figure 6.3).
6.3.4 Effluent particulate volume
The collected effluent is filtered twice, dried, and weighed. The deposition parameter (Eq.
6.3) is calculated for each experiment, where the total injected particle volume (mass) for
each experiment is the controlling factor, and is kept the same. The data is plotted in Figure
6.13 for all the experiment cases.
% Deposition =
(




The data is plotted in Figure 6.13 for all the experiment cases. A general observation
can be made about the relative particle deposition in the series and parallel configurations:
the highest total injected particle concentration (2%) results in a higher deposition for the
parallel configuration while the other total injected particle concentrations (0.5% and 1%)
have a higher deposition in the series configuration.
For the parallel configuration, a direct relation between deposition and total injected particle
concentration in observed at constant flowrate. An increase in total injected particle concen-
tration results in an increase in particle deposition. Changing the flowrate only has an impact
on deposition at the lowest total injected particle concentration; the other concentrations
show very little variation.
The same is not true for the series configuration. For a constant flowrate, the deposition
at the highest and lowest total injected particle concentrations (0.5% and 2%) show similar
results while the 1% experiments show different values. At the lower flowrate, more deposi-
tion is observed for the experiments with 1% total injected particle concentration compared
to the other two concentrations (0.5% and 2%). The opposite is observed for the higher
flowrate, where the 1% total injection concentration has the lowest deposition compared to
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Figure 6.12: Normalized permeability change against the solid-infiltrate pore volume in
the bottom-zone of the cores. (Experiments are labeled as: the letters denote the vug
configuration, the first two-digit number is the flow rate, and last two-digit number is ten






















Figure 6.13: Suspended solids present in the effluent, presented as particle volume to total
injected particle volume ratio, for both vug configuration at each flow condition. β is the




This quasi-2D simulation has been setup to gain an insight into the streamline changes caused
by the presence of series/parallel vugs, reduction in vug permeability, and decrease in the
vug size. This simulation does not model any particulate flow, but gives us an indication
of how the streamlines change with a change in permeability which are helpful in better
understanding the spatial distribution of the particulate deposition. Streamlines (white) are
generated and plotted over the core (blue) in series (Figure 6.14) and parallel configuration
(Figure 6.15). The vug, with 100 times the core permeability, is colored red. We find that
increasing the permeability greater than a factor of 100 has no significant effect on the
streamline deviation, as a critical threshold has been achieved and the maximum flow that
can be diverted to the vugs has been achieved. The initial spatial location of the vug, in the
series and parallel configuration, is shown in Figures 6.14a and 6.15a respectively.
At steady-state with native reservoir properties, each vug occupies 24% of the cross-section.
Streamlines at the top of the vug tend to converge, and we observe that 43% of the streamlines
are redirected towards the upper vug in the series configuration (Figure 6.14). This results
in a streamline convergence (SC) factor, defined as the number of streamlines entering the
vug per unit length, of 0.43/0.24 = 1.78. The SC factors have been calculated for all the
scenarios studied in Figures 6.14 and 6.15, and are shown in Table 6.4.
For the series configuration, the upper vug always has a higher SC factor compared to the
lower vug, i.e. more flow is redirected towards the upper vug in comparison with the lower
vug. Simulating particle entrapment by reducing the vug permeability, i.e. enhancing the
permeability contrast between the porous bed and vug, reduces the SC factor to 1.67 and
1.56 in the upper and lower vug respectively. If the vug size is reduced by one pixel on the
sides and three pixels at the bottom (34% volume reduction), a SC factor of 1.63 is achieved
in both the vugs.
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Since the parallel configuration is mirrored along the space in the center of the two vugs,
equal SC factors should be observed. We always observe a higher SC factor in the left vug
(Table 6.4), which is an error possibly caused by the low density of streamlines plotted.
Therefore for the parallel configuration, we will only consider the combined effect of the
vugs.
For the parallel configuration, the neighboring vugs compete for flow. Therefore each simula-
tion scenario results in a lower SC factor compared to the series configuration. Steady-state
conditions with native reservoir properties results in a SC factor of 1.61 which reduces to
1.33 and 1.47 for the vug permeability reduction and vug size reduction respectively.
In summary, the vug permeability reduction (i.e. permeability contrast reduction) has a
more pronounced effect on the parallel configuration (20% change in SC factor compared to
6% and 9% in the upper and lower vug in series configuration) while the vug size reduction
has the least effect on the lower vug in series configuration (∼5% change in SC factor).
6.4 Discussion
We integrate the results for the vug volume change, porosity, permeability, and effluent
particulate volume, and compare the formation damage between the single vug and dual-
vugs in series configuration and parallel configuration. Again, the total vug volume for a
Table 6.4: Streamline convergence factor, i.e. the number of streamlines entering the vug
per unit length, for the series and parallel vug configurations.
Simulation scenario
Series (Figure 6.14) Parallel (Figure 6.15)
Upper Lower Left Right Combined
Steady-state conditions 1.78 1.72 1.67 1.56 1.61
Vug permeability reduction 1.67 1.56 1.33 1.33 1.33
Vug size reduction 1.63 1.63 1.50 1.44 1.47
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(a) Initial (b) Steady state
(c) kvug reduced (d) Vug reduced in size
Figure 6.14: Streamline simulation - Series
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(a) Initial (b) Steady state
(c) kvug reduced by permeability (d) Vug reduced in size
Figure 6.15: Streamline simulation - Parallel
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single vug is the same as the sum of the total vug volume of the two vugs in series and
parallel configuration, and the geometric center of the single vug and the two dual-vug
configurations is the same. As mentioned above, surface deposition is more prominent for
smaller-sized infiltrate particle size where surface forces such as electrostatic and van der
Waals forces become significant. In this study we have utilized larger-sized particles and
straining is the prominent mechanism of deposition.
We start the discussion by highlighting the results obtained for a single vug [114]: the vug
causes injected particles to deposit deeper inside the core; maximum particle deposition
happens at the extremes of the vug; and more particle deposition occurs in the matrix
around a vug.
For the series vug configuration we observe a deeper penetration of injected particles com-
pared to the single vug (Figure 6.10a), a higher vug volume loss (Table 6.3), a maximum vug
volume loss at the upstream end of the vug, and a larger volume of injected particle retention
in the core (combined effect in matrix and vug). The simulation results show a convergence
of streamlines at the inlet of the vug (Figure 6.14b), with 45% of the streamlines entering
24% of the cross-section. Combining the experimental and simulation results, we believe
that the main phenomenon by which the greater number of injected particles deposit at the
upstream end of the vug in a series configuration is fluid flow focusing in the radial center
of the vug prior to entry inside the vug. This is primarily due to the permeability contrast
between the vug and the matrix. This convergence of flow increases the particle-particle
and particle-grain collisions, which ultimately results in particles falling out of the fluid flow
pathways and depositing in the porous medium. The fluid passes through the vug and di-
verges at the downstream end when it exits the vug. At this point, the lower vug causes
the fluid to again converge towards the radial center of the vug, prior to entering the lower
vug, and is potentially why we observe complete or partial fill-ups near the downstream end
of the upper vug and the upstream end of the lower vug (Figure 6.9). We again observe a
jump in the vug volume loss at the upstream end of the lower vug. The meandering of the
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streamlines along the depth is also why we observe a deeper deposition of injected particles
in the series configuration, and a higher volume of particles retained in the core.
Results for the parallel vug configuration are different in comparison with the series config-
uration; we observe a shallower penetration of particles (Figure 6.10b), a lower vug volume
loss, and the maximum vug volume is lost at the center cross-section of the vug. The sim-
ulation results again show a convergence of flow at the upstream end of the parallel vugs
(Figure 6.15b), but here the two parallel vugs compete among each other and dilute the
effect an individual vug (Table 6.4). The fluid flow focusing behavior, as observed in the
series configuration, is reduced here and the flow is not centered towards the radial center
of the core. Most injected particles are not deposited at the upstream end of the vug(s)
and penetrate below the top of the vug. With increasing depths up to the center cross-
section, the perimeter of the vug increases and the effect of the other vug is minimized; the
streamlines converge towards the vug resulting in a larger particle retention in the middle
cross-section across the vug. A similar vug volume loss across all depths is observed in both
the vugs in the parallel configuration (Figure 6.8), therefore we believe that each vug acts
independently as a single vug.
Combining the above results, we can deduce that fluid flow focusing is more prominent in
the series configuration and results in a higher particle deposition at the upstream end of the
vug. Each vug in parallel acts independently as a separate vug, with the separation between
the vugs greater than their sphere of influence, and therefore does not dictate the deposition
of injected particles in the other vug. Continuing along the same lines, if there is no overlap
in the spheres of influence of the two parallel vugs, each vug will only affect the particles
that are within its sphere of influence. If the sphere of influence of the two vugs overlap, the
particle will be affected by both the vugs, with the dominance depending on the distance
between the particle and the vug.
At this point we would like to point out that having solid retention profiles at different
times would be highly desirable, but unfortunately in this setup we only have the pre-flood
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and post-flood CT scans, and therefore the temporal distribution of the particle concen-
tration, breakthrough concentrations, vug volume change, and porosity change cannot be
reconstructed.
Vuggy carbonates have a plethora of vugs which are not arranged in either a series or parallel
manner with respect to the flow, but are a combination of the two. The formation damage
effect in carbonates would therefore be a combination of the two as well, with the shallower
vugs retaining particles and focusing flow for the deeper vugs, which in turn would do the
same for more deeper vugs. Parallel vugs at the same depth inside the formation would act
as separate vugs and not influence the retention pattern in the other vugs.
The question that remains is, would any connected vug act as a flow focuser regardless of
the vug configuration?
6.5 Conclusions
The evolution of flow patterns due to particle entrapment and its effect of particle deposition
in vuggy permeable media have been studied. Combining the results mentioned above we
can conclude that, for two vugs of similar shape and volume present in a uniform porous
medium: (i) the vugs in series focus the flow and increase the depth of particle deposition
and the total volume of particles deposited in the core; and (ii) the vugs in parallel acts
independently as separate vugs, with their separation greater than their individual sphere
of influence, and do not dictate the deposition of injected particles.
Fluid flow focusing is an important factor in particle transport and deposition in a vuggy
permeable medium, and therefore needs to be incorporated in the modeling of particle trans-
port in vuggy porous media to get a realistic picture of particle retention in the permeable
medium.
Note: All the data generated here can be found at Khan et al. [111].
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Nomenclature
ctotal = Total injected particle concentration, v/v %
CT = Computed tomography
minj = Injected particle mass, g
meff = Effluent particles mass, g
mFC = Filter cake mass, g
PVSI = Pore volume occupied by the solid infiltrate, dimensionless time
q = Flow rate, ml/min
t = Time, min
Vb = Core bulk volume, ml
V P = Parallel vug configuration
V S = Series vug configuration
Γ = core type
φ = core total porosity, dimensionless
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Chapter 7: Particle deposition patterns over time †
This chapter shows a time-lapse experimental study on formation damage in a single vug
proxy core. The proxy core is fabricated with 1 mm diameter glass beads and injected with a
1 vol/vol % uni-modal 50 µm glass bead suspension whilst hung inside a medical CT scanner.
The injected particle size is chosen such that straining is the dominant trapping mechanism.
The results show that the initial particle deposition is observed in the matrix adjacent to
the top of the vug with little or no deposition in the rest of the matrix. With time, the
deposition is observed at the bottom end of the vug and in the matrix right outside the vug.
At later times, particle deposition increases in the matrix around the vug.
The simplest explanation for these observations is that the permeability contrast between
the vug and matrix causes the streamlines to converge at the top end of the vug. With
time, particles deposit in the matrix outside the vug which reduces the permeability of the
matrix resulting in the streamlines entering the vug at a deeper depth. This causes particle
deposition in the surrounding matrix which fills up the extrusions on the interface making
it smoother.
†This section is part of the future paper:
Khan, H.J., Prodanović, M., & DiCarlo, D. Spatial And Temporal Patterns In Particle Retention In
Vuggy Porous Media (199246-MS). Society of Petroleum Engineers. To be presented at SPE International
Conference and Exhibition on Formation Damage Control in Lafayette, LA in February 2020.
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7.1 Introduction
Carbonates are complex rocks mostly generated by biological activity, with a wide variety
of pore size, pore shape, and pore spatial distribution [34, 72, 188, 204]. Intergranular pores
comprise the primary porosity in carbonate rock [151] while dissolution, mineral replacement,
and recrystallization, to name a few, can lead to secondary porosity on a localized level
[5, 7]. They often contain large visible openings, called vugs [52], which result in a very
heterogeneous flow and affect the flow and transport properties of the porous medium [13,
217]. Core samples, which are not always available, are too heterogeneous and complex to
isolate the effects of several quantifiable parameters, therefore very little is currently known
about the two-phase flow behavior in vuggy carbonates [34].
Assessing permeability of vuggy carbonates is an outstanding problem in formation evalu-
ation [197]: no dominant pore throat size due to pore size heterogeneity and unavailability
of representative rock samples for lab calculations [209]. Carbonate pore space is complex
to start with, and the standard formulae (e.g. Kozeny-Carmen and Timur-Coates) do not
apply. Furthermore, formation near the wellbore is damaged by particle deposition and that
is not accounted for in the developed formulae. Recent publication [146] have used numerical
simulation to model the mud-filtrate invasion in carbonates for assessment of permeability
using the same methodology as in homogeneous pore structures, but the estimation of for-
mation damage in vuggy carbonates is not a straightforward problem with the complexity
of the vug size and vug shape heterogeneity.
Previous studies were conducted to experimentally measure particle straining in synthetic
vuggy porous medium [110, 114] by isolating one parameter (vug spatial distribution) of
the vuggy carbonates and keeping other parameters (matrix porosity and total vug volume)
constant. The particle deposition results, generated by contrasting the core scans at pre-
flood and post-flood conditions, showed that the injected particles build-up in the near vug
region, deposit on the vug-matrix interface, and penetrate deeper inside the matrix with the
presence of a vug. Temporal changes in the particle retention and the particle retention rate
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in different spatial locations was not measured and thus the deposition patterns of particles
could not be accurately measured.
Here, we do a similar particle retention experiments in fabricated vuggy porous medium
inside a medical CT scanner and track particle deposition patterns over time. Glass bead
core with a single vug (similar to Chapter 5:) are generated and flooded with a 50 micron
glass bead suspension. The chosen particle size, or rather the chosen injected particle to
grain size ratio (1/20), ensures particle straining is the primary retention mechanism [115].
Multiple CT scans are conducted over the course of the flooding experiment to allow for
calculating time-lapse particle retention maps.
7.2 Experimental setup
A single vug glass bead core is fabricated, enclosed in a heat-shrink tubing, and then hung
in a medical computed tomographic (CT) scanner (Figure 7.1). Fluid reservoir, with a 1%
vol/vol glass bead (50 micron diameter) suspension in deionized (DI) water, is connected
at the top of the core and a peristaltic pump to control the flow rate is connected at the
bottom of the core. A stirrer operating at 7000 rpm keeps the glass beads in suspension,
which eventually flow under gravity at a flowrate of 40 ml/min controlled by the peristaltic
pump. The effluent is collected in a beaker with its mass continuously logged.
The core is initially flooded with DI water and a baseline CT scan is conducted at a resolution
of 250 micron in the x,y-direction and 1.5 mm in the z-direction. The operating parameters
for CT scans are: scan thickness 1.5 mm, scan step 1.5 mm, scan time 1 sec, current 100
mA, and voltage 130 kV. The peristaltic pump is turned on and the glass bead suspension
flow in the top-down direction through the core. Some of the glass beads are trapped in the
core and few pass through the core and are present in the effluent.
Time-lapse CT scans of the core are conducted for the duration of the flow experiment
and the collected effluent is continuously logged to determine the mass of particles in the
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Figure 7.1: Experimental set up for time-lapse CT measurements.
effluent. CT measurements are conducted at different time steps during the injection phase
at a resolution of 250 µm in the x,y-direction and 1.5 mm in the z-direction. The timesteps
are dictated by the limitation of the CT machine heating and cooling cycles and the total
time for the scan; 19 scans (top 28.5 mm) of the core are taken at each time step (Table
7.1).
7.3 CT observations
The CT outputs an 8-bit image for each slice at each time step. Spatial and temporal
particle retention maps are calculated by subtracting the CT output for each time step from
the baseline scan. Figures 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 show the temporal particle deposition maps at
different depths along the core.
The top end of the core (Figure 7.2) shows a large increase in particle retention at the inlet
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Table 7.1: Time steps for temporal CT scans.
Time step name Time (min:sec) Time step name Time (min:sec)
T00 00:00 T08 29:30
T01 01:45 T09 35:00
T02 04:30 T10 39:20
T03 07:15 T11 44:00
T04 11:00 T12 49:00
T05 15:00 T13 54:00
T06 20:00 T14 59:00
T07 24:30 T15 64:30
of the vug over the duration of the experiment. Particle deposition in the vug surrounding
region is also observed at later times. The deposition density reduces in the middle cross-
section (Figure 7.3) where it mostly deposits at the vug-matrix interface. At later times,
particle deposition is also visible in the periphery of the vug. The lower end of the vug
(Figure 7.4) shows a more pronounced deposition from the offset, which spreads radially
over time.
The same data can represented as a 3D deposition map in the vug and in its periphery.
These are generated by taking the product of the particle deposition map with the binarized
vug image, which is calculated using connected regions algorithm in MATLAB [2].
Figure 7.5 shows the particle deposition over time in the vug, with the color intensity repre-
senting the deposited particle density. The maximum deposition of particles is observed at
the inlet and outlet end of the vug. Particle deposition in the vug periphery (1 mm thickness
from the vug) is shown in Figure 7.6, where the maximum deposition is observed in the lower
part of the vug, with little damage in the top and surrounding regions.
Figure 7.7 shows the particle deposition over time in the matrix for half of the core. A
drastic increase in particle deposition at the inlet and outlet of the vug is observed, with
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Figure 7.2: Time-lapse particle deposition maps at the top slice of the vug. The color
intensity represents the particle density and is calculated by taking the difference between
the CT value at time T and the baseline scan.
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Figure 7.3: Time-lapse particle deposition maps at the middle cross-section of the vug.
The color intensity represents the particle density and is calculated by taking the difference
between the CT value at time T and the baseline scan.
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Figure 7.4: Time-lapse particle deposition maps at the end slice of the vug. The color
intensity represents the particle density and is calculated by taking the difference between
the CT value at time T and the baseline scan.
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Figure 7.5: Particle retention map in the vug for a single vug core configuration and an
injected particle size of 50 µm. The color map represents the density of particles retained
in the vug over time, with red showing maximum retention and blue showing minimum
retention. Maximum particle deposition is observed at the bottom of the core and a large
deposition is observed at the top of the core.
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Figure 7.6: Particle retention map in the vug periphery (1 mm thickness from vug) for a
single vug core configuration and an injected particle size of 50 µm. The color map represent
the particle retention density around the vug over time, with red showing maximum retention
and blue showing minimum retention.
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Figure 7.7: Particle retention map in the matrix (excluding the vug and periphery) for a
single vug core configuration and an injected particle size of 50 µm. The image is clipped
in the middle, across the radial center of the vug. The color map represent the particle
retention density in the matrix over time, with red showing maximum retention and blue
showing minimum retention. The top-left figure shows the complete vug, which is represented
in magenta color.
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limited deposition in the matrix away from the vug (Figure 7.8).
7.4 Temporal deposition patterns
Based on the observations of particle deposition patterns in the vug, the vug periphery, and
the matrix (Figure 7.5 through Figure 7.8) during the experiment, the following sequence of
particle deposition steps is proposed (Figure 7.9):
Step 1 – Fluid is injected in the top-down direction inside a fully water saturated glass bead
core with a single vug.
Step 2 – Due to the high permeability contrast between the vug and the matrix, the stream-
lines converge and the fluid preferentially flows through the vug.
Step 3 – Particle suspension is now introduced in the core.
Step 4 – The injected particles permeate inside the core with the flow and start depositing
in the near injection face.
Step 5 – As time progresses, more particles are introduced in the system and they permeate
deeper inside the core. Due to convergence of the streamlines at the vug inlet the
particle-particle and particle-grain interactions increases and particles drop out of
the flow streams. The converging streamlines also increases the fluid velocity which
can effectively reduce particle deposition by dislodging the retained particles. The
results suggest that particle drop-out dominate the cleanup in this zone.
Step 6 – Particles are also carried inside the vug, driven by the combined effect of gravity
and flow field (solid green arrows), and move to the bottom of the vug. As the
fluid exits the vug into the matrix, the particles are trapped inside the vug and
downstream of the vug. This is similar to what is observed at the core near injection
face, where maximum particle deposition is usually observed.
Step 7 – Over time the permeability at the vug inlet is reduced due to the increased particle
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Figure 7.8: Distribution of deposited particle density in the matrix at the last time step
(T14). Higher deposition is observed at the upstream and downstream end of the vug. The
vug is represented in magenta color.
deposition. The streamlines therefore deviate and enter the vug at a deeper depth
(dashed green arrows) carrying injected particles with them. Subsequently, the
injected particles start depositing in the radial extent outside the vug.
Step 8 – Over time particles start depositing all around the periphery of the vug, ultimately
shielding the vug from further particle deposition.
It is proposed that the particles would sequentially deposit all around the vug and reduce the
permeability of the vug-matrix boundary. This would block the flow from entering the vug,
and therefore no particle would enter the vug. Eventually the vug would be shielded from
the outside (matrix) and remain partially empty while particle deposition would continue in
the vug periphery.
7.5 Summary
The results suggest particle deposition in a vuggy porous media is significantly affected
by the presence of a vug. The drastic changes in permeability between the vug and matrix
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(a) Step 1 (b) Step 2 (c) Step 3 (d) Step 4
(e) Step 5 (f) Step 6 (g) Step 7 (h) Step 8
Figure 7.9: Temporal particle deposition mechanism in the vug-matrix system.
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result in converging streamlines, which carry particles with them to the vug-matrix interface.
Large deposition is observed at the inlet and the downstream end of the vug, which particle
buildup in the matrix developing over time.
To be conclusive, more experiments need to be done with the same vug configuration (to
determine repeatability) and with different vug configurations. Long duration experiment
should also be conducted to test the validity of the hypothesis that the vug periphery would
eventually fill up and create an impermeable surface, which would stop particle deposition
inside the vug.
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Chapter 8: Capillary rise in vuggy media †
Carbonates are highly heterogenous formations with large variations in pore size distribution
and pore space topology, which results in complex multiphase flow behavior. This chapter
investigates the spontaneous imbibition behavior of fluid in vuggy carbonates. Glass beads
of 1.0 mm diameter, with dissolvable inclusions, are sintered to form multiple configura-
tions of heterogeneous vuggy core with variations in matrix porosity, vug size, vug spatial
location, and number of vugs. The synthetic core fabrication process (Chapter 4:) and cap-
illary rise experiments are repeatable and allow the impacts of vug textural properties to be
investigated in a controlled manner.
Capillary rise experiments are conducted in these vuggy carbonate core proxies and compared
with the homogeneous non-vuggy core as reference. Continuous optical imaging is performed
to track the position of the air-water interface in the cores. To understand the change in
capillary height in the presence of a vug, a volume-of-fluid two-phase numerical simulation
is performed in parallel set of connected and disconnected tubes. Finally x-ray tomography
scans are performed to identify the shape of the air-water interface in a select few cores.
The results can be summarized as follows: vugs act as capillary barriers and their presence
results in a higher capillary rise in the porous medium. The rising liquid column’s momentum
diverts fluid to smaller pores when obstructed by vugs. For water displacing air in the water-
wet media, the advancing contact angle is larger than the receding contact angle and therefore
†This chapter is based on the following paper:
Khan, H.J., Mehmani, A., Prodanović, M., DiCarlo, D., & Dayeed, J.K., In preparation
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a higher capillary pressure is required by the fluid to enter the vug, the fluid is stuck in that
position and does not fall back. The results of this work highlight that radius of spontaneous
invasion of aqueous phases, such as fracture fluid and hazardous wastes, are affected by vug
porosity but not their distribution.
8.1 Introduction
Carbonate rocks are highly heterogeneous, complex rocks with a variety of pore types, pore
shapes, and a wide pore size distribution [6, 37, 69, 130, 151, 156, 182]. The pore size can
vary over multiple length scales [188]: the intergranular pores comprise the primary porosity
in carbonate rock while dissolution, mineral replacement, and recrystallization [50, 131, 218],
to name a few, can lead to secondary porosity on a localized level [7]. The two main types
of rock classification suggested for carbonates are: textural classification [60], preferred by
petrophysicts and reservoir engineers, and fabric/non-fabric selective pore classification [37],
preferred by petroleum geologists and petrographers. Lucia [129], following Dunham [60],
proposed rock typing based on carbonate pore space, with the first-order division made
between vuggy and interparticle porosity.
Large disconnected pore space, such as a vug, is formed by dissolution and recrystallization
of the carbonate rock fabric. Lucia [129] showed that though isolated vugs significantly
increase the porosity, they have negligible effect on the overall rock permeability. Fluid flow
is controlled by the matrix pore size, and the presence of disconnected vugs fails to improve
the capillary entry pressures [47]. Furthermore, these display a higher Archie cementation
exponent, and can act as capillary barriers to flow. Mehmani et al. [143] saw a similar
behavior in fractures, where the fluid by-passes the fractures and preferentially flows through
the matrix. Spontaneous imbibition study for these can improve the understanding of how
far the fracturing fluid permeates during the soaking time, and can give an indication about
the spatial location of the non-recovered frac fluid [124].
The handling of radioactive elements has been increasing with the global increase in nuclear
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power generation [89], increasing the probability of a spillage incident occurring. Further-
more, radioactive elements are found in many commercial products that end up in the
junkyard at the end of their life cycle, and can potentially leach into the soil. In either case
radionuclides can enter the plants through the soil, and spread further within the food chain
[219]. From a containment perspective it is pivotal to know the radius of contamination.
For a carbonate rock in the presence of a vug, would the vug be filled and limit the radius
of damage? Or would the fluid by-pass the vug and penetrate deeper inside the formation?
Micromodels, which are quasi-2D physical models with the pore structure etched on silicon
wafers [199], have been extensively used to study 2-phase pore-scale flow mechanisms in
porous media [59, 67, 161, 200]. We believe that the quasi-2D micromodels will not be able
to capture the capillary flow in presence of a vug, and therefore we have used synthetic glass
bead cores with inclusions for our experiments. These are the same cores as produced in
Chapter 4:.
In this paper we investigate the effect of vug(s) on core rock physics: we generate a set of
synthetic glass bead cores with vug(s), experimentally determine petrophysical parameters
for these core, observe the behavior of vug(s) on spontaneous imbibition and contrast with
Washburn [202]. We also do a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation of sponta-
neous imbibition to compare with the experimental results. Finally, we combine the results
with observations from micro-CT scans to come up with our conclusions.
8.2 Core preparation
Proxy carbonate cores are fabricated by sintering 1.0 mm diameter glass beads with dis-
solvable inclusions [114], salt wrapped in cheesecloth, placed in a graphite mold in a muffle
furnace in the presence of air (Figure 8.1). The cheesecloth is burned during the sintering
process and the salt is dissolved by flushing the core with de-ionized (DI) water after it cools
down. Alternatively, gypsum cement can be used as the dissolvable inclusion [113], which is
cleared by flushing with HCl acid (Chapter 4:).
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(a) Temperature profiles used for core fabrication (b) Fabricated
core
Figure 8.1: Temperature profile for a stable and highly porous core.
Here we fabricate multiple glass bead cores with different vug heterogeneities (Figure 8.2)
using two different temperature profiles (Figure 8.1a): (i) Profile I with a peak temperature
of 725 °C and exposure time of 25 minutes; and (ii) Profile II with a peak temperature of
775 °C and exposure time of 25 minutes. The matrix porosity values for the two profiles are
41.6% and 19.5% respectively. Micro-CT scan across the middle of the vug for two different
cores is shown in Figure 8.3.
The difference between ADM01, ADM06 and ADM11 is the spatial location of a same-sized
vug, while the difference in ADM11 and ADM51 is the size of vug. Vug volume in ADM51 is
35% of the vug volume in ADM11. ADM03 and ADM13 are connected vugs, with ADM03
having a larger cross-section and a vug volume fraction of ∼11%
8.2.1 Core-fluid petrophysical properties
The petrophysical properties for all the fabricated cores are determined experimentally. The
methods are outlined below and the petrophysical values for all the cores are presented in
Table 8.1.
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Figure 8.2: Vug distribution (white) in the fabricated cores under study with the core name at
the lower end of the core. The number on the top left of the core represents the temperature
profile used for core fabrication. Note that the homogeneous core is the control case and
does not include any vug.
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Table 8.1: Experimentally determined physical and petrophysical properties for each core
along with the temperature profile that was used to create that core.
Core No Temp Profile φ̄CT (%) kliquid (Darcy) Vug vol. (frac.) r̄pore (µm)
ADM01 I 41.0 978 0.024 384
ADM03 II 50.2 12417 0.109 1477
ADM04 I 44.9 420 0.039 203
ADM06 I 43.2 692 0.021 291
ADM11 II 31.0 90 0.047 127
ADM13 II 24.1 63 0.044 132
ADM14 II 19.2 43 0.011 129
ADM15 II 23.5 107 0.016 188
ADM51 I 43.9 404 0.014 203
ADM61 I 52.9 430 0.049 169
ADM62 I 53.8 456 0.032 171
Core 16 I 41.6 100 NO VUG 97.8 ‡
‡ Figure 8.9
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(a) µCT of vug space in core
ADM04 (Resolution = 29 µm).
(b) µCT of vug space in core
ADM06 (Resolution = 25 µm).
Figure 8.3: The core fabrication process results in clear and well defined vug(s), with no salt
or cheese cloth residue.
Porosity using computerized tomography (CT) imaging Core porosity is deter-
mined using an in-house modified medical computed tomography scanner from Universal
Systems (HD-350E) (Figure 4.2). The core is 100% saturated with DI water, placed in the
CT scanner, and scanned at a resolution of 250 µm. The scan parameters used are: 3 seconds
scan time, 3 mm scan thickness, 3 mm scan point distance, 100 keV voltage, and 100 mA
current. Since the core volume consists of only glass beads and DI water, the porosity can
be determined by taking a weighted average (Eq. 8.1) of the individual CT values for these
two substances. The CT number for DI water and glass beads for this machine have been





Figure 8.4 shows CT scans along different cross-sections of a core and Figure 8.5 shows the
change in porosity along the depth inside the core. The peak porosity value at the lower end
of the core corresponds to the vug present in the core.
The CT output is segmented (Figure 8.6) using the Otsu method [160] and the vug is isolated
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Figure 8.4: CT scan images 6 mm, 21 mm, and 42 mm (L-R) inside core ADM13 using a
modified medical scanner (x,y-resolution = 0.25 mm; z-resolution = 3 mm).
























Figure 8.5: Porosity profile along length of core for ADM11 (using temperature profile II).
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by using a connected region algorithm in ImageJ-Fiji [180, 183]. Figure 8.7 shows the 3D
visualization of the isolated vug surface.
Single phase permeability using constant flow injection Figure 8.8 shows the ex-
perimental setup used to measure the single-phase liquid permeability of the cores. DI water
is pumped through the proxy core at variable flow rate (40, 50, and 60 ml/min) and pres-
sure drop along the core is measured. The pressure drop is used to calculate the liquid
permeability using single-phase Darcy's law.
Average pore throat radius The pore distribution in the homogeneous core (Figure 8.9)
is determined by using an in-house Oxford Instruments GeoSpec2 NMR scanner (Figure 4.4),
with the average pore size calculated as 97.8 µm.
This scanner can measure a maximum pore size of ∼350 µm before which the bulk relaxivity
of the water dominates. The vugs introduced in the core are generally larger than this,
therefore we use a theoretical Pittman R50 equation [163] (Eq. 8.2) to determine the average
pore radius for the vuggy cores.
log10 (R50) = 0.778 + 0.626 log10 (k)− 1.205 log10 (φ) (8.2)
Figure 8.6: Original CT image (left), histogram of the CT image (center) and segmented
image (right) using the Otsu method [160] for ADM61 (Resolution = 0.25 mm).
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Figure 8.7: 3D visualization of the vug in core (left) and isolated vug (right) for ADM13.
Figure 8.8: Experimental setup for permeability measurement.



































Figure 8.9: NMR for a vuggy core (ADM11) and the homogeneous core (Core 16).
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Contact angle Contact angle measurements are made using a static sessile drop contact
angle method which uses a goniometer. A goniometer is an optical system which captures
the profile of the liquid interface when placed on the measuring medium. The air/water
contact angle on a sintered glass bead sheet, generated by placing a sheet of cheese cloth on
top of it, was found to vary between 48°– 50°.
Surface tension The surface tension of the air/water system is determined by applying
the capillary rise method in fixed diameter tubing. Two tubing, with inner diameter 2.367
mm and 1.605 mm, are vertically placed in a reservoir of DI water, and the capillary rise
from the top of the fluid level is measured. The surface tension (Eq. 8.3) for the air-water





Porosity-permeability crossplot A porosity-permeability crossplot for the vuggy and
homogeneous cores is shown in Figure 8.10, along with the k/φ ratio contours. The contours
trace points with similar flow quality [36] and show three distinct flow units (FU) for the
samples. FU-1 (colored blue in Figure 8.10) has the lowest flow quality with a k/φ value of
2× 103, FU-2 (red) has a k/φ value of 1.2× 104, and FU-3 (green) has the best flow quality
with a k/φ value of 2.5× 105.
The vug does not seem to impact the flow unit classification of the cores, except when the
vug volume fraction is significantly large. Vug volume fraction for FU-1 ranges from 0 to
0.047 while the fraction for FU-2 ranges from 0.014 to 0.049. FU-3 consists of a single value,
and has a vug volume fraction larger than 0.1. As expected, the temperature profile used
to generate the cores have an impact on the flow unit classification, as it governs the pore
size and pore size distribution of the matrix. The vuggy cores present in FU-1 and FU-3
were fabricated with temperature profile I and vuggy cores present in FU-2 were fabricated
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Figure 8.10: Crossplot of experimentally determined permeability and total porosity for each
core. k/φ contours are superimposed and flow units are identified by the text color (blue –
FU-1, red – FU-2, and green – FU-3). The homogeneous core (core 16) is not in a unique
flow unit by itself but is associated with the vuggy cores generated using temperature profile
II.
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with temperature profile II (Figure 8.1). Interestingly the homogeneous core, which has
been sintered using temperature profile I (Figure 8.1a), has similar flow characteristics to
the vuggy cores fabricated using temperature profile II, which have a lower porosity. The
spatial location of the vug does not have any impact on the flow unit classification.
8.3 Capillary rise
8.3.1 Experiment methodology
Capillary rise over time is measured for all the carbonate proxy cores (Figure 8.2): the core
is placed in a Petri dish filled with DI water to a height of 10 mm and the water front
movement is recorded by continuous optical imaging (Huawei Nexus 6P camera – 12.3 MP
Sony Exmor IMX377 with 4K (30 fps) video capture) at a frequency of 120 frames/second.
The output video is converted to an image stack and binarized to determine the position of
the air-water interface with time.
Three iterations of Core 16 are produced and the capillary rise experiment is performed in
each of them. A similar capillary rise profile is observed in all of them. Figure 8.11a can
be broken into two segments: a sharp initial increase which lasts for the first 0.15 seconds,
followed by a logarithmic decline. The capillary rise is plotted along with the analytical
solution for the Washburn equation in a grain pack [73] for the experimentally determined
maximum and average pore radii (Figure 8.9). The solution, which assumes a continuous
and uniform porous medium bounded on the sides and is not true in this case, is not able
to capture the initial sharp fluid rise and ultimately under-predicts the total capillary rise.
Compensating for the initial sharp fluid rise by transposing the solution to the end of that
segment (black line in Figure 8.11a) captures the curve nicely and results in a better match
with the experimental observations. The capillary rise follows the Lucas–Washburn
√
t law
[202] (Figure 8.11b), which is consistent with previous studies in spontaneous imbibition in













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Capillary rise in all the vuggy cores is plotted in Figure 8.13a along with one iteration of Core
16. The line color denotes the flow unit the core belong to and the marker shape denotes the
vug configuration. A large spread in the capillary rise for the vuggy cases is observed; all the
vuggy cores result in a higher capillary rise than the homogeneous cores. The capillary rise
can also be divided into two segments similar to the homogeneous core: a sharp initial fluid
rise, followed by a logarithmic decline. The sharp initial fluid rise has the same gradient as
Core 16 and it lasts longer (∼ 0.45 seconds).
Figure 8.13b shows the difference in elevation of the bottom of the first vug from the static
water level for all the cores. The experiments show no discernable trend in the the spatial
location of the vug (distance from static water level to the start of first vug) and the capillary
height at equilibrium. The only observable fact is that the presence of vug results in a higher
capillary rise in the porous medium.
8.3.2 Computational fluid dynamics simulation
Capillary rise was modeled by numerically solving the Navier-Stokes equations for two incom-
pressible, isothermal immiscible Newtonian fluid using the InterFOAM solver in OpenFOAM®
[1]. We consider two scenarios: (i) two connected tubes of equal diameter (Figure 8.14a); and
(ii) two connected tubes of equal diameter till 7 mm above fluid level, and then increasing
linearly six-fold at 13 mm above fluid level (Figure 8.14b). The height of the two tubes and
the height of fluid above the tube entrance, for both the scenarios, is the same. All tubes
are open to the atmosphere and have a constant (atmospheric) pressure boundary. The fluid
reservoir is open to the atmosphere, with the top boundary at atmospheric pressure. A high
resolution mesh is required to simulate the capillary rise phenomenon. The input parameters
are shown in Table 8.2. The surface tension and contact angle at the air-fluid interface is
selected based on the experimental measurement (section 8.2.1).
Capillary rise is simulated; the fluid level rises in both tubes and is proportional to the square
root of time (Figure 8.15). Fluid preferentially flows in the connected tube (3 mm above
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(a) Two-tube model: two tubes of equal diameter (1
mm) connected with a 0.1 mm diameter tubing at a
height 3 mm above the static fluid level.
(b) Tube-vug model: two tubes of equal diameter (1
mm) connected with a 0.1 mm diameter tubing at a
height 3 mm above the static fluid level. The right
tube funnels from 1 mm diameter at 7 mm height to
6 mm diameter at 13 mm above fluid level.
Figure 8.14: Two models being tested: two-tube and tube-vug model, at initial time. The
colorbar denotes the ambient fluid saturation (αwater), with the fluid reservoir being in blue
and the dry tubes being red. The fluid reservoir is significantly larger than the combined
volume of the tubes, with the tubes 2 mm below the fluid top.
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Table 8.2: OpenFOAM® input parameters.
Input parameter Value
Contact angle 49°
Surface tension 0.0512 N/m
Air density 1 kg/m3
Air viscosity 1.48× 10−5 Pa.s
Water density 1000 kg/m3
Water viscosity 1× 10−3 Pa.s
static fluid level) until it is filled, which can be observed by the short-duration departure from
the proportional relationship at ∼3 mm fluid height. Subsequently, the fluid level continues
to increase proportional to the square root of time in both tubes for the two-tube model.
The fluid level in the right tube does not increase after 7 mm (above static fluid level) for
the tube-vug model, where the tube diameter starts increasing (Figure 8.16a). On the other
hand the fluid level in the constant diameter left tube keeps on increasing with time (Figure
8.16b), keeping the same shape as the two-tube model. Deviation between the two models
starts at 1.60 seconds, with the fluid level in the tube-vug model rising quicker (Figure 8.15).
8.3.3 Micro-tomographic imaging
Capillary rise on a homogeneous (Core 16) and a vuggy core (ADM06) is performed inside
the in-house x-ray micro-tomography scanner (section 4.1.5). Once the fluid front stabilizes,
the cores are scanned at a resolution of 25 µm to get the spatial fluid distribution inside the
core (Figure 8.17). The scans are segmented to identify the three components: air (white),
water (orange), and solid glass (red), and a 3D volume is reconstructed.
The 3D reconstruction of the air-water interface for Core 16 is shown in Figure 8.17a. The
air-water interface, at the boundary of the white and orange colors, is fairly uniform across
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(a) Capillary rise in left tube for both models.






























(b) Capillary rise in right tube for both models.
Figure 8.15: Capillary rise in the left and right tubes for the two models. The dotted black
line represents the height at which the tube diameter changes for the tube-vug model (Figure
8.14b). The tube-vug model shows the air-fluid interface at a greater height in the left tube
(Figure 8.16).
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(a) Two-tube model: two tubes of equal diameter (1
mm) connected with a 0.1 mm diameter tubing at a
height 3 mm above the static fluid level.
(b) Tube-vug model: two tubes of equal diameter (1
mm) connected with a 0.1 mm diameter tubing at a
height 3 mm above the static fluid level. The right
tube funnels from 1 mm diameter at 7 mm height to
6 mm diameter at 13 mm above fluid level.
Figure 8.16: Fluid level in the two tubes at the end of the simulation. The fluid level in left
tube in the tube-vug model is higher than the fluid level in the left tube in the tube-tube
model. The colorbar denotes the ambient fluid saturation (αwater), with the fluid reservoir
being in blue and the dry tubes being red.
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the cross-section with minor variations (less than one bead diameter (1.0 mm)). These
variations can be attributed to the local variation in bead packing, and in effect, the pore
structure. The air-water interface near the outer surface of the cores has a curvature to it
and results in a lower water height at the core boundary.
A similar 3D reconstruction of the air-water interface for the vuggy core (ADM06) is shown
in Figure 8.17b; the large white volume within the matrix is the vug. The air-water interface
for this core configuration is not uniform across the cross-section with large variations (larger
than one bead diameter (1.0 mm)) observed across it. The water level is generally lower near
the vug-matrix boundary and the core-atmosphere boundary; the water level increases when
it is further away from these boundaries resulting in a higher water level in the matrix with
the thicker porous medium. The air-water interface near the outer surface of the core has
a curved surface, similar to one observed in Core 16, with the water level lower at the core
external boundary.
(a) Air-water interface at equilibrium for a con-
tinuous glass bead proxy core at a resolution of
24 µm.
(b) Air-water interface at equilibrium for a vuggy
glass bead proxy core at a resolution of 25 µm.
Figure 8.17: False-colored segmented 3D reconstruction of air-water interface in a vuggy and




Combining the observations from previous sections, we can clearly see that the vugs act as
a capillary barrier to the fluid imbibition process and alter the capillary rise behavior in the
porous media.
The capillary rise behavior for all the cores can be split into two zones as discussed in
Section 8.3.1: (i) an initial quick rise; and (ii) an exponential decay. All the cores agree
on the rate of initial capillary rise (Figure 8.18), though the duration for the homogeneous
core (∼ 0.15 seconds) is considerably shorter than the average duration for the vuggy cores
(∼ 0.45 seconds). The similar rate of increase can be explained by the large permeabilities
for all the cores which results in a short degassing time (time for air pressure to reduce
from atmospheric pressure to zero in the core), on the order of 1 × 10−3 seconds, which is
considerably smaller than the duration of initial rise. The initial rise duration for the vuggy
cores can be grouped according to their flow unit classification (Figure 8.10): FU-1 show the
longest duration while FU-3 shows the shortest. Permeability difference between the vuggy
cores (Table 8.1) explains the difference in initial rise duration; a better flow quality, i.e.
FU-3, starts stabilizing quicker and would therefore have the shortest duration.
Capillary rise at equilibrium is not dependent on the flow unit type (Figures 8.18). Two
generalization can be made: (i) the presence of vug(s) results in a higher capillary rise at
equilibrium conditions; and (ii) the highest capillary rise (ADM01 and ADM62) is in the
core with the largest distance to the top of the furthest vug from the bottom. A similar
result is also obtained from a CFD simulation (Figure 8.15), where the fluid attains a higher
capillary rise in the connected tube-vug model compared to the two-tube model. We deduce
that the momentum of the fluid in the vuggy tube (right tube in Figure 8.14b) is transferred
to the constant diameter tube (left tube in Figure 8.14a), which pushes the fluid to a greater
height and shows the departure from the two-tube model observed in Figure 8.15a. A higher
equilibrium height is also observed in µCT scans (Figure 8.17), which also shows the fluid
by-passing the vug and preferentially rising on one side (in an uneven manner).
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Figure 8.18: Zoomed-in version of Figures 8.12a and 8.13a. The duration of initial capillary
rise in different for each flow unit.
A point to take into consideration is that the fluid front is not uniform across the cross-
section for vuggy core (Figure 8.19), and for our experiments we have taken the maximum
fluid height as the capillary rise value at each timestep. Furthermore, the optical imaging
is performed from one side of the core; it is possible that the capillary fluid front might be
present at a different height when observed from the backside (Figure 8.17b).
For most cases, vug(s) impact the capillary rise even before the fluid interacts with them
(Figure 8.13b). This suggests a feedback mechanism, that transmits information of high
permeability ahead, even before the fluid front reaches that point.
Considering the change in matrix cross-sectional area within the presence of the vug when
moving up along the length of the core, the fluid velocity will vary in the matrix (Figure
8.20). The converging geometry in the matrix, when moving towards the vug, results a higher
fluid velocity which results in a jetting movement of the fluid in the upward direction. As
soon as the center of the vug is passed, the geometry becomes divergent and the fluid slows
down. If the fluid velocity is large enough when it passes the vug, the fluid can completely





























































































































































































































































































(a) Reduction in the matrix cross-
sectional area results in a higher
velocity of the fluid, with the jet-
ting action pushing it forward.
(b) Once the vug is passes, the
matrix cross-sectional area in-
creases which reduces the velocity
of the fluid and slows down the
fluid movement.
Figure 8.20: Converging and diverging geometry of the matrix affect the fluid front move-
ment.
(a) 3D reconstruction of water (white) surrounding
and rising around the vug (blue). It does not per-
meate inside the vug.
(b) The vug is filled with air
(white) and is completely encap-
sulated by the water (orange)
phase. The air-water interface is
not horizontal, with a higher wa-
ter level at the edges.
Figure 8.21: The water phase requires a higher capillary pressure to enter the vug, which it
does not possess, and therefore rises on the sides of the vug.
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8.5 Summary
In sum, our results suggest that for a carbonate rock in the presence of a vug, the fluid
(contaminant) penetrates deeper in the porous media compared to a homogeneous porous
media. The vugs affect the spontaneous imbibition behavior in a permeable media even
before the fluid interacts with them. The vugs are not filled and fluid by-passes them.
Vugs affect the spontaneous imbibition behavior in a permeable media even before the fluid
interacts with them.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions and future work
Prior to this work, most studies of particulate transport had been performed in porous and
permeable media of uniform pore size, such as sandstones and sandpacks. Carbonates often
contain large openings, called vugs, which can significantly affect the flow and transport
properties (particle straining) of the porous medium. In this work I experimentally stud-
ied the impact of pore heterogeneity, specifically the presence and placement of vugs in
carbonates, on particle entrapment by answering three major questions:
1. Can a repeatable rock model be fabricated that is similar to a real carbonate in its
pore heterogeneity?
2. What is the effect of pore heterogeneity on straining in vuggy media?
3. What is the effect of vug spatial distribution on straining in vuggy media?
Due to the complexity and high pore heterogeneity in carbonates, experimental studies in
carbonates are not repeatable and therefore it is difficult to draw conclusions. Chapter 3:
details a workflow for vug characterization based on the high resolution computed tomog-
raphy (CT) images which shows that vugs of variables shape, size, and spatial distribution
are dispersed around the rock. For a repeatable study, I decided to isolate the effect of pore
heterogeneity by creating a rock fabrication process that is repeatable and can be used to
generate multiple cores with the same porosity and pore size distribution.
The core fabrication process is explained in detail in Chapter 4: where through trial-and-
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error I came up with a temperature profile which can be repeated to create glass bead
cores with the same porosity and pore size distribution. These core have enough mechanical
integrity that they do not collapse on themselves and the glass beads are kept static during
the flow experiment. To incorporate the effect of pore heterogeneity, specifically vugs, I
introduced dissolvable inclusions in the bead pack prior to sintering which are later dissolved
in water/acid. With this process, I now had the capability to generate proxy carbonate cores
with the desired porosity, pore size distribution, vug size, vug shape, and vug distribution,
and this can be utilized to study the impact of vugs on particle entrapment.
Non-vuggy and single vug cores were fabricated and particle retention experiments were
conducted by injecting a bi-modal glass bead suspension in the fabricated core and changes
in permeability, effluent solid volume, porosity, and vug volume was determined (Chapter 5:).
Prior to the experiment it was expected that the suspension was flow through the vug due
to the permeability contrast and the injected particles would be fill up the vug. The results
showed that most particles were deposited either right before the entrance of the vug, or
on the vug-matrix interface reducing the size of the vug, or at the bottom of the vug.
Furthermore higher particle deposition was observed in the vuggy core compared to the
homogeneous (non-vuggy) core. No discernible trend was observed with flow rate or injected
particle concentration.
Combining the results, I speculate the following developments happening inside the core
with time. Fluid converges and preferentially flows through the vug due to the permeability
contrast. The injected particles are initially deposited near injection face region of the core,
but over time, these particles penetrate deeper inside core. The converging streamlines
increase the particle-particle and particle-grain interactions, resulting in particles dropping
out near the vug inlet. The particles that enter inside the vug and carried by the flow
and gravity to the bottom of the vug where they are deposited. Over time, the deposition
near the vug inlet increases resulting in a drop in permeability such that the flow (and
particles) starts preferentially entering the vug at a deeper depth (Chapter 7:). This results
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in more meandering of the flow stream, ultimately resulting in increased particle-particle and
particle-grain interactions, which increases the particle drop out. Particles entering the vug
deposit at the vug-matrix interface or are carried with the stream to the bottom of the vug
where they are strained when exiting the vug. Over time the particles will deposit around
the vug and the vug will be shielded from further deposition. If the suspension is allowed
indefinitely, I estimate that the vug will be completely shielded from flow.
The vug system was complicated next by adding another vug, total of two vugs, and similar
experimental measurements were performed (Chapter 6:). The two simplistic configurations
of dual vugs chosen were two vugs in series and two vugs in parallel with flow. The total
vug volume for the two vugs was kept the same as the vug volume of the single vug and the
center of mass of the vug system was the same as the single vug. Again, the results showed
no discernible trend with flow rate or injected particle concentration. The results showed
higher particle deposition in the series configuration, with more deposition at the vug inlet.
The parallel vug has a higher deposition in the lower half of the vug.
Combining the results, I speculate the following developments happening inside the core in
the series configuration with time. The permeability contrast results in flow converges while
entering in the upper vug and starts diverging when exiting the vug. But since the lower vug
is not distant enough, the streamlines do not completely diverge, refocus and enter the lower
vug at a higher flow concentration. The deposition in the upper vug follows a similar pattern
to a single vug: initial deposition near the injection face, subsequent deposition at the vug
inlet and vug exit, reduction of permeability near the vug inlet and ultimately vug shielding.
The deposition in the lower vug starts along the same lines, with particles depositing near
the vug inlet. But since less number of particles are entering in this region and the flow is
more focused, less particles would deposit near the vug inlet.
For the parallel vug configuration, the two adjacent vugs compete for flow. Flow near the
outside boundary of the core converges towards the vug radial center, but the flow in the
radial center of the core (between the two adjacent vugs) is affected by the two vugs and
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continues straight along the same trajectory for a longer time and enters the vug at a deeper
depth. Therefore a higher particle deposition is observed across the axial center of the vug
in the parallel configuration. If the separation between the vugs is larger than the sphere
of influence of the individual vug, the vugs act independently to a single vug and do not
dictate the deposition of particles.
As a side study, vuggy core fabrication was extended to generate multiple cores with different
vug configurations and a capillary rise study was conducted in them (Chapter 8:). Water
was spontaneously imbibed in the air saturated proxy core and the air-water interface was
continuously tracked using video recording. The results suggest that the presence of a vug
causes water to attain a higher capillary height. The vugs are by-passed as fluid does not
enter the vug.
9.1 Future work
As discussed in the previous chapter, the core fabrication procedure can be extrapolated to
include multiple vugs of different shapes and sizes. The core size can be increased to generate
foot-long cores with the availability of a graphite mold of the desired size, and a furnace big
enough to fit it. The pore size distributions can be also changed by using smaller, larger, or
mixture of sizes of glass beads as the matrix grains. The combination of sizes would result
in heterogeneity on a different scale than a vug, and can be used to create low permeability
and high permeability layers. Furthermore, the wettability of the system can be changed by
chemically modifying the glass beads.
The particle entrapment study can be continued forward by generating a combination of vug
sizes and distributions, and conducting experiments in them. The experimental results can
be facilitated by conducting the experiments inside a CT machine to get time-lapse particle
retention maps and measuring real-time effluent concentrations.
One limitation of the multiple vug configurations is that the vugs have been placed along
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one line, which is not the case in reality and the results don’t hold while upscaling. The vug
configurations can be modified to include an offset vug configuration, which would give a
better understanding of the effect of vug distribution on particle deposition.
Furthermore, a numerical CFD-DEM study on particle entrapment in vuggy porous media
along the same lines as Mirabolghasemi [144] can aid the explanation of the particle depo-
sition patterns. Finally, machine learning algorithms can be trained based on the temporal
CT scans and predict the deposition patterns by changing the input flow parameters. These
can significantly improve the simulation time, which currently requires super-computers for
a large number of particles.
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       Mo-Sci Specialty Products, L.L.C. 
A Subsidiary of MO-SCI Corporation 
4040 HyPoint North 
Rolla, MO 65401 
Telephone: 573-364-2338 
Fax:  573-364-9589 
  
GL0191 
DATA SHEET  
  
Appearance 
     Solid soda-lime glass beads of various colors. 
 
Chemical Composition (by weight) 
 Silica (SiO2) .................................. 65~75% 
 Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) ............. 0~5% 
 Calcium oxide (CaO) ..................... 6~15% 
 Magnesium oxide (MgO) ..............  1~5% 
 Sodium oxide (Na2O)....................  10~20% 
 Iron Oxide (Fe2O3) .......................     <0.8% 
 
Physical Properties 
 Specific Gravity ............................. 2.5 (g/cm3) 
 Bulk Density of Dry Beads….......... 1.3 g per cm3 (77 lbs/ft
3
) 
 pH in water @ 25oC ...................... 7.8 
 Softening Temperature ................... 650°C 
 Thermal Conductivity………………0.9-1.3 W/m.K 
 Coefficient of Thermal Expansion.. 90x10-7/°C (30-300º C) 
           Compression Strength…………….   29 kg/mm2 (39,875 psi) 
           Vickers Hardness…………………..  550 kg/mm2 (756,250 psi) 
 Mohs Hardness…………………….6-7 
 Index of Refraction………………. 1.51(nD) 
 
Applications  
Typical applications of GL0191 glass spheres include:  spacer for gauge control, thermal expansion 
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Appendices
A Data Sheet
B Macro for the image processing
run ("Image Sequence..." , "open=[C:/Users/hjk622/Google Drive/Research/3D print/TIF/
pile_HK_Guelph_TD/image_1.tif] convert sort" ) ;
selectWindow ("pile_HK_Guelph_TD" ) ;
run ("Scale..." , "x=1.0 y=1.0 z=4 width=513 height=513 depth=96 interpolation=
Bicubic average process create" ) ;
run ("Kuwahara Filter" , "sampling=3 stack" ) ;
setAutoThreshold ("Otsu dark" ) ;
// run ("Threshold..." ) ;
setOption ("BlackBackground" , t rue ) ;
run ("Convert to Mask" , "method=Otsu background=Dark calculate black" ) ;
run ("Find Connected Regions" , "allow_diagonal display_image_for_each display_one_image
display_results regions_for_values_over=100 minimum_number_of_points=100 stop_after=10" ) ;
run ("Invert" , "stack" ) ;
run ("Find Connected Regions" , "allow_diagonal display_image_for_each display_one_image
display_results regions_for_values_over=100 minimum_number_of_points=100 stop_after=10" ) ;
selectWindow ("Region of value 255 containing 5676 points" ) ;
// setToo l ("hand" ) ;
run ("3D Viewer" ) ;
c a l l ("ij3d.ImageJ3DViewer.setCoordinateSystem" , "false" ) ;
c a l l ("ij3d.ImageJ3DViewer.add" , "Region of value 255 containing 5676 points" , "Green" ,
"Region of value 255 containing 5676 points" , "50" , "true" , "true" , "true" , "1" , "2" ) ;
c a l l ("ij3d.ImageJ3DViewer.select" , "Region of value 255 containing 5676 points" ) ;
c a l l ("ij3d.ImageJ3DViewer.exportContent" , "STL Binary" , "C:/Users/hjk622/Google Drive/
Research/3D print/TIF/largeVug.stl" ) ; }
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C Pressure measurement and processing
The experimental core-flood setup is shown in Figure 5.4a. The particle suspension is injected
under gravity in the top-down direction and passes through the sintered proxy core, via the
peristaltic pump (which controls the flow) to the waste bin. The core is confined in a
heat-shrink tubing with three pressure ports placed equidistantly along the length of the
core (Figure C.1). These are connected to OMEGA PX409 differential pressure transducers
(range 0-7 kPa with an accuracy of 7 Pa and with an output voltage range of 0-5 Vdc) which
are continuously logging the differential pressure data (Figure 8.8) across two of the pressure
ports at each time.
Due to the high sensitivity of the pressure transducer, the pressure data is prone to high
levels of noise sourced from, including but not limited to, peristaltic pump, stirrer, opening
and closing of lab door etc. The raw pressure data therefore is quite noisy (Figure C.2) and
needs to be filtered to reduce this noise.
A 4th order low-pass Butterworth filter (Figure C.3) is applied with a cut-off frequency of
0.006. The filtered pressure, and subsequently the permeability (Figure C.4), shows a cleear
trend which indicates formation damage occuring in the proxy core. More details about
filtering can be found at Khan [105].
Figure C.1: Three pressure taps are placed equidistantly along the length of the core. The
top two pressure ports give the pressure measurement in the top half of the core and the
bottom two give the pressure in the bottom half of the core.
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(a) Measured pressure response

















(b) Input signal in frequency domain
Figure C.2: Raw pressure data is very noisy.


















Figure C.3: 4th order Butterworth filter with a cut-off freq of 0.006.
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(a) Filtered pressure after applying the 4th order Butterworth filter.


















(b) Filtered pressure data converted to permeability of the core.
Figure C.4: Filtered data shows trends in pressure, and therefore, permeability.
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D Limitations of the experimental setup
The general experimental schematic and setup are shown in Figure 5.4. The general outline
of the experimental procedure is as follows: sinter the glass bead core, wrap it in heat-shrink
tubing along with the plastic pipe and attach the three pressure taps, completely saturate the
core with de-ionized water, conduct a pre-flood CT scan, connect the suspension reservoir
to the core and start injection by operating the peristaltic pump while continuously logging
pressure and collecting effluent, and disconnect the 100% water saturated core and install in
the CT machine for the post-flood CT scan.
A few processes during these experiments are error prone and can cause erroneous data
measurements from the experiments:
Effect of peristaltic pump on pressure measurement The peristaltic pump is a
positive-displacement pump that uses rollers to push/control fluid flow in a flexible tubing
housed inside the pump casing. For the gravity-dominated flow in these experiments, the
peristaltic pump is operating at flowrates of 40 and 60 ml/min, which results in fluid spurts
at a frequency of 1 Hz.
This sporadic release of fluid volume results in a non-continuous flow of fluid to the core and
ultimately results in a continuous noise in the pressure transducers. The measured pressure
data collects noise from other sources including the fluid movement due to stirrer action in
the suspension reservoir and mechanical vibrations to the system caused by the continuously
rotating stirrer. These noises result in a very messy pressure measurement, which needs to
be filtered prior to use in permeability calculations (Appendix C).
Effect of fluid buffer between the reservoir outlet and core injection face A
buffer space is present between the suspension reservoir outlet and the core injection face
of the core (Figure D.5). This is initially completely filled with water. At the start of the
experiment the suspension coming from the reservoir outlet has the desired total injected
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particle concentration, but once it interacts with this fluid buffer, it gets diluted before
interacting with the core. Therefore the total injected particle concentration observed by
the core is not equal to the total injected particle concentration that has been injected
from the suspension reservoir. Injecting a higher concentration of the total injected particle
concentration would also suffer a similar fate, where the concentration would also get diluted.
But on a comparative basis both of the concentrations will be less than that injected but
the difference in total injected particle concentration incident on the core would be different
for the two cases.
A question that comes up at this point is whether the particles are dropping down on the core
as a plume effectively creating an external layer of particles which blocks subsequent particles
from penetrating inside the core thereby creating filter cake on top of the injection face? For
all the experiments conducted during this study, no external filter cake was observed at the
end of the flooding experiment.
Since I am not working with the absolute values of total injected particle concentration but
rather the relative difference between the concentrations, the changes in permeability, if they
are a function of the total injected particle concentration, should be evident.
Effect of vibration on multi-particle bridging The size of the particles injected (25
& 100 µm) and the pore size distribution (Figure 4.14) suggests that the main mechanism
of particle retention would be multi-particle bridging. Multi-particle bridges are formed
when multiple particles (smaller than the size of the pore throat) approach the pore throat
simultaneously and combine to block up the entrance to the pore. This combination of
particles is a weak connection and prone to dislodging based on vibrations in the system.
Multiples avenues of pressure fluctuations are built in the experimental workflow: during
the flooding experiment the fluid is pumped using a peristaltic pump which fluctuates the
pressure within the core, the core is also moved on and off the CT machine for imaging, and
CT machine moves the core up and down during the scanning phase. All of these factors can
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Figure D.5: Fluid buffer zone is present above and below the core injection and effluent
faces.
contribute to break the multi-particle bridges and release the trapped particles to a deeper
depth. The porosity results need to be interpreted with these factors in mind.
Porosity change at outlet end of the core A large porosity change is always observed
near the outlet end of the vuggy and non-vuggy core (Figures 5.11 and 6.10). This does not
align with the traditional filtration models and experimental observations in homogeneous
media where a the porosity loss is reduced with increasing depth. Other zones of high
porosity change are the near injection face of the core and the inlet of the vug.
A point to consider here is that at the start of the experiment the whole core, including
the vug, is fully saturated with de-ionized water. Their is a fluid buffer between the core
and inlet stream and the core and outlet stream (Figure D.5). It can be speculated that a
large porosity change is always observed in the zones where the particle suspension comes
in contact with the fluid buffer. In essence the effect of the fluid buffer can be reduced by
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